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Motherhood in Arabic/African Literary Texts
Amal Ghazal

Abstract
Silence, purity and sacrifice have been internalized as values of honorific
motherhood for ages all over the world. But since the appearance of the second-wave
feminism, and as part of the generalized fight-back against oppression, feminists
came to reject these values which they think embody a male vision. They argue that
motherhood is not innate but rather a cultural construct. In the Arab world as well as
in western Africa, any simple questioning of the traditional maternal discourse is
condemned. Still, there are serious female voices in the Arab world as well as in
Africa who break the silence around maternal experience in literary works, as well as
in films and paintings.
This thesis aims to show that the male vision of ideal motherhood as shown in
Ghassan Kanafani’s Um Saad (1969) and Mongo Beti’s Perpetua and the Habit of
Unhappiness (1978) is based on an agenda that sustains patriarchy and that supports
nationalism. These two novels define the ideal mother figure according to the criteria
of silence, purity, and sacrifice. The mother who doesn’t fit into these categories is
viewed as an evil mother. In contrast, the thesis examines the rejection of the
internalized patriarchal metanarrative of motherhood by 2 female authors: the
Palestinian Sahar Khalifeh in The Door of the Courtyard (1999) and the Nigerian
Buchi Emecheta in The Joys of Motherhood (1979). These two novels move away
from prevalent depictions of honorific motherhood and demonstrate that society
programs women to be followers to their husbands and to their male offspring. This
rejection by female writers of the traditional representation of ideal mothers, and
their denouncement of patriarchy and nationalism, reflect an awareness of the
multiple ways in which their status as second class citizens is reinforced in the “third
world.”
Keywords: Nationalism, motherhood, Kanafani, Beti, Khalifeh, Emecheta
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Introduction

Silence, purity and sacrifice have been internalized as values of honorific
motherhood for ages all over the world. But since the appearance of the second-wave
feminism and as part of the generalized fight back against oppression in the West,
feminists as well as other theorists (e.g., Marxists) came to reject these values.
According to many feminists, these values embody a male vision. They argue that
motherhood is not innate but rather a cultural construct.
In the Arab world as well as in Africa, any simple questioning of the
traditional maternal discourse is condemned. Still, there are serious female voices in
the Arab world as well as in Africa that break the silence around maternal
experience. We encounter this in literary works and some forms of art such as films
and paintings. The Palestinian writer Sahar Khalifeh and the Nigerian writer Buchi
Emecheta are among those who resist the patriarchal representation of the maternal
experience.
In this study I want to establish that the purity, the silence and the sacrifice of
“good” mothers not only are assumptions that operate against the interests of women,
but I also stress to exemplify that motherhood is a cultural construct that is shaped by
power structures such as nationalism1 and patriarchy2.
In dealing with the topic I make use of some theoretical texts related to
maternity and women’s bodies from the west as well as the third world. For instance,
Amal Amireh’s “Between Complicity and Subversion: Body Politics in Palestinian

1

Nationalism is an ideology that is adopted intensely in times of national crisis, when citizens of both sexes are
to participate in national work, which is mainly an armed resistance for men and reproductive roles for women.
2

Patriarchy is defined and discussed in the third chapter.
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National Narrative”, Anna Ball’s Palestinian Literature and film in Postcolonial
feminist Perpesctive, Fatima Mernissi’s Beyond the Veil, Florence Stratton’s
Contemporary African Literature and the Politics of Gender, Marsha Venuti
Marotta’s “From here to Maternity: Motherhood, Culture, and Identity", Omar
Sougou’s Cultures: Gender Politics and Difference in the Fiction of Buchi Emecheta
,Sheila H Katz’ Women and Gender in Early Jewish and Palestinian Nationalism,
and Mineke Schipper’s “Emerging from the Shadow: Changing patterns in Gender
Matters.”
My thesis consists of three chapters. The first chapter explains the values of
ideal mothering mentioned above and examines the representation of these values in
two male texts: Ghassan Kanafani’s Um Saad (1969) and Mongo Beti’s Perpetua
and the Habit of Unhappiness (1978). The chapter seeks to show that the male
vision of ideal mothering in the two texts works with an agenda such as: sustaining
patriarchy and supporting nationalism.
I choose these two texts because they define the ideal mother figure
according to the criteria of silence, purity and sacrifice. The mother who doesn’t fit
into these categories is viewed as an evil mother or as impure.
The second chapter examines the rejection of the internalized metanarrative
of motherhood in Khalifeh’s The Door of the Courtyard (1999). According to John
Stephens, a metanarrative is “a global or totalizing cultural narrative schema which
orders and explains knowledge and experience"(37). I plan to prove that Khalifeh’s
awareness of the male’s hidden as well as internalized agenda drives her to denounce
patriarchy and nationalism.
The third chapter examines how Emecheta in The Joys of Motherhood (1979)
moves away from prevalent depictions of honorific motherhood in African literature
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and demonstrates that society programs women to be followers to their husbands as
well as their male offspring. According to the protagonist Nnu Ego, ‘‘the joy of
being a mother is the joy of giving all to your children’’ (219). The chapter seeks to
stress as well that: hyper-motherhood3 works against interests of women; patriarchy
and nationalism manipulate motherhood to protect their existence.
I choose these two novels because they include maternal narratives that
challenge the internalized metanarrative of motherhood. They are presented through
female voices; both writers refuse to adopt the male vision of maternity. In the two
novels, this vision is exposed, examined and ridiculed. Moreover, I intend to
investigate the conditions that gave birth to the rejection of traditional discourse by
women writers.
The rejection by female writers of the traditional representation of ideal
mothers and their denouncement of patriarchy and nationalism reflects an awareness
of the multiple ways in which their status as second class citizens is reinforced in the
third world. This awareness will protect their experience as women, or as Miriam
Tlali puts it, it will allow them to “live the life of an ordinary human being” (Stratton
170).

3

Hyper-motherhood is a way of mothering where mothers believe that their intense guidance, intense
care and intense attention to their children will enable them to raise the perfect child.
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Chapter One
Kanafani’s Um Saad and Beti’s Perpetua

As I mentioned in the introduction, in this chapter I examine the stereotypes
of mothers in two male texts: Ghassan Kanafani’s Um Saad and Mongo Beti’s
Perpetua and the Habit of Unhappiness. In both works, maternity works as an agent
for patriarchy and nationalism: Kanafani uses ideal motherhood as a symbol for
“resisting” Palestine; Beti uses bad motherhood as a symbol for degrading
Cameroon. I intend to show how both authors construct the ideal mother as always
sacrificial, patient, nurturing and pure, assumptions inherent to nationalism and
patriarchy, using Um Saad and Perpetua, both stories of a mother and of a land, as
my main example.
Ghassan Kanafani was born in 1936 in Acre; he attended the Ecole de Frères
in Haifa, a French Catholic school, before he fled his country with his family in the
1948 Nakba (The Palestinian exodus). He became a refugee at the age of 12, lived in
many Arab countries and experienced the cruelty of camp life. He worked as a
teacher and painter and later he became a journalist and wrote in many newspapers
such as al Hurriyah and al-Muharir before he moved on to creative writing. He was
a prolific writer; within a short period, he wrote five collections of short stories, five
novels, two plays and three critical studies of Palestinian literature. In 1972 he was
killed by the Israeli Mossad in a car bomb explosion in Beirut together with his niece
Lamis.
In Popular Egyptian Cinema: Gender, Class and Nation, Viola Shafik refers
to Fredric Jameson’s reading of postcolonial narratives as allegories of nations, for
4

“the telling of the individual story and the individual experience cannot but
ultimately involve the whole telling of the collectivity itself [because] … the private
individual destiny is always an allegory of the embattled situation of the public thirdworld culture and society” (89). Land is usually represented as the beloved, the
mother, and the bride, in many “third- world” works.
In Masculine Identity in the Fiction of the Arab East since 1967, Samira
Aghacy reveals that “unmarried and infertile women are marginalized and have no
place in the discourse of the nation” (58). Um Saad, a novella written by Ghassan
Kanafani in 1969, can be understood through Aghacy’s statement. Um Saad is the
story of a sacrificial, strong, and patient mother, not a singular woman. She has no
first name. The reader, and maybe even Kanafani himself, only know her as Um
Saad, the mother of Saad, a fida’yi4. As her husband puts it, “this woman [Um Saad]
delivers children and they turn into fida’yiin. She gives birth and Palestine takes”
(70). In his preface to the novel, Kanafani explains that the narrative is supposedly
based on a real woman. He claims that he used to know her, that she is not an
invention. He then describes Um Saad as a representation of Palestinian women most
affected by the conflict and who are living in tough circumstances towards future
change. Thus Um Saad represents everything good for the state and nation--she is
sacrificial, patient, strong, nurturing, and pure. She "pays and pays” and “never
complains” (27).
Even the reader who is unfamiliar with the figure of Ghassan Kanafani and
the Palestinian cause will notice the political atmosphere of the novella, and will
recognize that the work belongs to Resistance Literature5 .Kanafani constantly writes

4

Fida’yi is the nationalist guerrilla who is ready to sacrifice himself for Palestine, the country and the
beloved.
5
The text is full of military terms, symbols and allegories. For example, Um Saad’s chooses to wear a
“bullet pendant” instead of her scarf, she resembles a “sword” and a “tent” (31). Kanafani uses
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about the present and the future of the nation by alluding to the apparently “dry vine
shoot” Um Saad gave him telling him that it will eventually sprout (16). The nation
is in crisis, fathers are defeated and castrated, and consequently, it falls to the fertile
mothers to make the “dry vine shoot” sprout again. Mothers thus become “maternal”
soldiers in the army of national discourse. In this sense, Um Saad is the clichéd
mother- figure of Resistance Literature6 , where women are prized for their ability to
reproduce and to cultivate nationalistic sentiments in their citizen-children. As
Kanafani sees in her “strong tanned arm that resembles the earth in its color, how
mothers deliver fighters” (27).
Um Saad is everything a good mother should be, and what Palestine itself
should be: patient, strong, pure, fertile, and nurturing. She is the “school” and
“smells like countryside” (15-16). Kanafani describes Um Saad as “a woman about
forty, or so it seems to me, stronger than a rock, more patient than patience itself,
lives her ages tenfold in fatigue and work in order to snatch a clean living for herself
and her children”7 (20). His choice of words is significant. The term “clean” above
suggests that the writer morally idealizes Um Saad because she prefers to work as a
maid rather than exploit her sexuality. The writer uses the verb "seems" which
arouses our suspicion that she might not be a real person or perhaps, if she is real, he
did not know her as well as he claimed to in the introduction. Sometimes he seems to
be projecting his own political aspirations onto her, blurring his vision and
preventing him from seeing Um Saad as a human being on her own term8. At one

“hovered”, a verb frequently used to describe the motion of the airplane, to describe the way Um Saad
walks.
6
The term “resistance” was first applied in a description of Palestinian literature in 1966 by Kanafani
in his study Literature of Resistance in Occupied Palestine: 1948-1966. (Harlow 2)
7
Sometimes she “seems” to him as a young strong woman (35).
8
In an interview with al-Siyasa magazine in Kuwait, Kanafani states that: “my political position
springs from being a novelist. In sofar as I am concerned, politics and the novel are an indivisible
case and I can categorically state that I became politically committed because I am a novelist, not the
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point he states that, she is "a huge high thing ... Something giant that enters with the
sun light, I couldn’t see her face clearly" (20).
According to Sheila H. Katz in Women and Gender in Early Jewish and
Palestinian Nationalism, “men assessed women’s worth according to their usefulness
to the nationalist project.”(96) Kanafani uses Um Saad to convey his own ideological
messages and disregards the agonies of the most occupied part of Palestinian society-women. I say this because to Kanafani, Um Saad’s experience as a woman is
insignificant. She is a "flag," a " spear", a “tired sword,” “an olive tree,” and the
story of the camp is written on her “forehead.” Kanafani depicts Um Saad as a
mother without sexual needs. However, she is a woman in her forties, supposedly at
her sexual peak and on the verge of menopause. We have no access to her suffering
as a woman because her inner world is inaudible to us; she is as he describes her, a
“box that is closed upon its agonies” (63).
She lives in the age of "first things first," and her first priority is to support
the resistance. We know that her marital life is unsuccessful but the writer does not
give details; he is merely hinting at the way her husband falls asleep while eating his
dinner. There is no sexual relationship between them anymore, which is supposed to
enhance Um Saad in the eyes of the reader. Being the mother of a male resistance
fighter grants her a voice. Her reproductive identity gives her value in the patriarchal
nation. Um Saad is a reproductive being but she is not sexual. She is a pure mother
who earns her “clean” bread. She is strong and moral, like men are supposed to be. In
Arabic, women who work hard to support their family are said to be ikht rjal, sisters
of men. Maybe for this reason, Kanafani sees her as an ideal mother who deserves
the respect of all people. Controlled sexuality serves both patriarchy and nationalism.

opposite. I started writing the story of my Palestinian life before I found a clear political position or
joined any organization.”(Harlow 81)
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According to Katz, “the pressure on Palestinian women to hold together a
fractured society only served to strengthen the force of patriarchy in their lives”
(164). Despite supporting her family as a maid after her husband lost his job, Um
Saad is subordinated to the patriarchal will and serves her husband who is jobless
and alcoholic (67). Thus, the concept of safety inherent to the idea of “homeland”
and “home,” becomes a suppressive agent to women.
The author gives masculine attributes to Um Saad to reflect her strength and
to elevate her above her feminine identity to fit into his national agenda. Kanafani
frequently mentions Um Saad’s hands. Almost every chapter starts with Um Saad
opening her hands that smell with true resistance (47) describing them in masculine
terms as “tough,” “brown,” and “solid.” He also admires her hands as those of a hard
worker. In her article, “Mary’s Motherhood According to Leonardo and
Michelangelo,” Rona Goffen discusses the masculinization of the hands of Mary in
Michelangelo’s Madonna of the Steps. She says “these hands would be taken for a
man’s. This masculinization is not intended to imply anything about Mary’s
sexuality but rather about her morality” (48). Ghassan Kanafani is also a painter and
he may well have been familiar with Michelangelo’s painting. Moreover, he belongs
to a culture that believes women’s soft hands are fitna. The word fitna means chaos
in Arabic. Kanafani romanticizes the hands of Um Saad who works as a maid and
makes them moral simply because feminine soft hands do not serve his national
agenda, since sexuality and its derivative, al fitna, threaten Palestine’s armed
resistance.
According to Aghacy, “within national discourse, women is a trope of the
nation, a refuge for men from humiliation, abasement, and emasculation and a sign
of man’s castrating defeat and his debarment from the world of male adventurism
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and brave attainments” (7). The novella opens with Um Saad coming to the author’s
home exactly ten days after the Naksa9. Women are used as symbols of resistance
and the nation is mostly traced to works published after the Naksa debatably because
the men felt defeat and disappointment in the new power structure represented by
Abed al Nasser10. According to Amal Amireh in, “ Between Complicity and
Subversion”, “one particularity of Palestinian nationalism is that it is a nationalism
that consolidated itself in defeat” (751). The Arab defeat by Israel in 1967 and the
resulting loss of Gaza and the West Bank “further spurred the “coalescing” of a
Palestinian national consciousness” (751).
The novella Um Saad also represents Palestinian men’s degradation and
humiliation; they are refugees who feel castrated because of the loss of Palestine.
Through the ideology of male virility, national defeat is experienced as castration.
Abu Saad sleeps immediately after dinner. He is aggressive and unleashes his
frustration on Um Saad; only when his son becomes a fida’yi does he begin to treat
her better. Kanafani points to Abu Saad’s lost virility to explain Um Saad’s erased
sexuality, thus casting her in a symbolic role--something “huge” and “great” like the
earth itself in terms of abstractions rather than autonomous beings. When he first
sees her he states that he saw her “emerging from the womb of the land … and the
heart of the land … [and] … the silence of the fighter had painted the details of the
room” (15). Ghassan Kanafani, like most writers of nationalistic works, conflates
women with the land, which works against women’s interests and benefits nationalist

9

Naksa or “ the day of the setback” is the name for the defeat of the Arabs during the 1967 Six-Day
War with Israel. As a consequence of the war, Palestine lost control of the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip.
10
Many believe that after the Naksa women started to be depicted in cinema and literature as saviors
of the nation as long as they prioritize family and country above themselves. This is seen in many
Egyptian movies starting with “The Second Wife” in 1967, “Something From Fear” in 1969, and “The
Empire of M” in 1972. The three movies feature either an absent husband or a tyrant leader (pointing
to Abed al Nasser) who is dethroned and destroyed by a strong just mother.
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and patriarchal ideologies. As if Land is nature--pure, beautiful, nurturing and
silently giving—to be cultured, controlled and fertilized by man. Um Saad is the land
thirsty for the blood of fida’yeen to nourish “the dry vine” and cause it to “sprout
green shoots” again.
Sometimes Kanafani allows the reader a glimpse of the agonies of
motherhood, but he does this to gain sympathy for his ideological interests. He says,
“deep in her eyes I saw something that resembles a tent: that devastating moment
when the mother feels needed no longer, when she is put aside like overused things."
(29) He uses a touching and emotional trope of motherhood to gain support for the
refugee. Elsewhere Kanafani writes how Um Saad’s intuition tells her that the
atmosphere is “pregnant” with danger, using the awe and fear invoked by pregnancy
to promote his cause. The pains and sacrifices of motherhood serve Kanafani’s
agenda though his cause does not serve motherhood. On the contrary, it romanticizes
the agonies of motherhood, using these tropes to define the ideal woman. In this
sense, Um Saad is a “dry” woman only alive as a supportive maternal figure in the
national discourse.
Similarly, in Perpetua and the Habit of Unhappiness (1974), Mongo Beti, a
writer from Cameroon, invests all his literary talent and years of education to write
the story of his nation under neo-colonial oppression and exploitation. Beti was born
as Alexandre Biyidi in 1932, in a village south of Yaounde in Cameroon. He studied
literature in France in 1951, returning to Cameroon in 1959 to participate in the
Independence Movement, which put him in jail. Upon his release, he moved back to
France and started teaching literature in Rouen. In 1978, determined to spread his
ideas to a wider, non-academic public, he launched the journal Peuples Noirs,
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Peuples Africains with his French wife, Odile Tobner, also a literature professor11 .
Mongo Beti spent his lifetime involved in politics and belongs to the generation of
writers of Africa’s Independence. The first period of his writing career was dedicated
to writing against colonialism. After Cameroon gained its independence, he wrote
against the system of neo-colonial politics and economics12 .
Perpetua and the Habit of Unhappiness tells the story of Essola, a former
Popular Progressive Party (PPP) detainee and ex-rebel who spent 6 years in a
concentration camp. He is referred to as a “turn coat” because, in order to be
released, Essola signed a paper admitting his collaboration with the regime of Baba
Tura, the former president Ahmadou Ahidjo. Upon leaving prison, Essola accepts a
teaching job and begins investigating the death of his younger sister, Perpetua, who
died during her third pregnancy. Events unfold to reveal that Essola’s mother Maria
sold his favorite sister and her own daughter Perpetua into marriage because she
needed the dowry to find a “virgin obedient bride” for her eldest son Martin, a
jobless alcoholic. The novel presents Perpetua as the victim of her mother’s greed,
her husband’s ambitions and her brothers’ lack of caring. . Her mother forces her to
marry Edward, a failed officer who beats her and brings other women to the house.
After delivering her first child, her husband prostitutes her to a high-ranking officer
named Onana in order to get a promotion. Perpetua then delivers a second child from
officer Onana. Later on, Perpetua rebels against her oppressors and initiates a love
affair with a national footballer Zeyang, but her rebellion was short lived. The novel

11

One of the main reasons I chose this novel is that rarely we examine Cameroonian novels in the Arab
countries. Accordingly, I shed light not only on the history of Cameroon but also on the biography of the writer.
Especially that his literature is mainly constructed by his political beliefs.
12 The Fulani, a rural Islamic tribe, conquered most of what is now northern Cameroon. . In 1884, Cameroon
became a German colony. After World War I the colony was partitioned between the United Kingdom and
France where France ruled the larger geographical share. Cameroon achieved independence in 1960.Ahmadou
Ahidjo,a Francophile who lacked the charisma of, for example, Leopold Senghor , became the first president in
1961 and ruled till 1982. (for more info on Cameroon see www.princeton.edu).
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closes with Zeyang being murdered by the regime, Martin being killed by Essola,
and Perpetua dying due to a shortage of medications while carrying Zeyang’s child
(her third, from 3 different fathers.)
Just like in Kanafani’s Um Saad, woman is idealized when she adheres to the
cultural images of silence, purity, and sacrifice imposed by her patriarchal
community. Women are unfortunately also idolized when they act like martyrs.
Those who challenge communal expectations are condemned by being labelled as
“bad mothers.” This trope is complicated in Beti’s novel through the figure of Maria
as a “bad mother” and of her daughter Perpetua as the maternal martyr. Perpetua and
Maria are therefore symbolic representations of the socio-political realities in
Cameroon. Maria is the main oppressor in the novel, the matriarchal figure who rules
the household with a patriarchal hand. Perpetua is young, fragile, innocent, and
vulnerable, an easy victim to the malice around her and thus the perfect figure to
reflect the dark future of Cameroon against the degraded state of present Cameroon
as represented by her mother. Perpetua is the martyr, where martyrdom is mainly
about the ideal citizen who would give all for the nation, just like an ideal mother
would sacrifice everything for her child.
The name Perpetua is significant with relationship to martyrdom as it is
eponymous with the first and most famous of Christian saints. The “Passion of St.
Perpetua” is the story of an African martyr who died in the arena of Carthage in 203
A.D. The story of Perpetua is among the first and most famous of all Christian
martyr stories. In “The Passion of Perpetua: A Generic Approach to Beti's
"Perpétue"” Evelyn Ellerman demonstrates that Perpetua is a martyr story that
should be read as an example of the passio genre: it is mostly concerned with
“character development, spiritual growth, and the relationship between ethics and
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politics. It is not difficult to imagine why the martyr-story might appeal to Beti.
"Martyr" is a word with many connotations. It implies not only “witnessing” to the
validity of a particular belief, but it also implies the existence of a "victim." A writer
desiring to incorporate both connotations into a novel that is intended to portray the
martyrdom of Africa could find no other genre more appropriate to his or her
purpose” (Ellerman 27).
Presenting the contradicting personalities of Maria and Perpetua is not an
innocent act. It serves to put into relief the degrading political situation of Cameroon
in the neo-colonial era. Maria is what Mongo Beti wanted her to be in order to
complete his political vision of his country. He presents Maria in a repulsive way, as
the “bad mother” who reflects the failure of a nation. She “seemed the incarnation of
the African peasant woman, probably a bit simple-minded, skinny and flat-chested to
the point of abjection, crudely got up in her Sunday best, plastic sandals and a printed
cotton dress” (71).
She is “flat-chested to the point of abjection” because he doesn’t want her to
represent “the nurturing” figure of the ideal African mother. Maria is just the
opposite of Um Saad: she does not support the national cause; just like Cameroon
produced corrupt ruling members, she brought-up bad children, like Martin, an
alcoholic who spent his sister’s dowry on alcohol. Maria “rejoices” when Essola is
incarcerated because it allows her to sell her only daughter into marriage, which
Essola would have never allowed. She also collaborates with her son-in-law and his
commanding officer Onana to exploit her daughter, passively observing Perpetua’s
slow disintegration. At one point Beti hints that Maria hates her daughter, “she
speaks to her with hatred in her voice” (71). “Hatred” is an exaggerating emotional
description. It is used mainly in many Arab poems when a country suffers from
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internal conflicts to point to children who destroy their motherland or mothers who
devour their male children. According to Beti, Maria is such a monster13 . He paints
an ugly picture of her to pin all responsibility on the mother for the deterioration of
the family and, by extension, the country.
Beti is a political writer but not a feminist. Maria is created to serve the
national agenda and not a feminist one. Like Um Saad, Maria is not treated as an
autonomous being with her own agonies and sufferings. As a result, I would like to
shed some light on her suffering as a woman, which Beti does not care to highlight.
Maria is a simple woman who believes that male children come first and that
arranged marriages are the norm. She favors her eldest son Martin, although he is an
alcoholic. In a talk with her daughter, however, Maria breaks her silence and
complains about her miserable life and how she was forced into a loveless marriage
at a young age. She screams at Perpetua, “You great big fool, you stupid girl! Didn’t
you know that one day it would be your turn, too? Do you think you’re the first one it
has ever happened to? What do you think the others did before you did? Anyone
would think you were being taken to the slaughterhouse to have the butcher cut your
throat” (78). A close reading of these lines garners sympathy for Maria, a victim of
her society and the author.
Throughout the novel Maria is either portrayed through the author’s
description or Essola’s perspective, and rarely does she actually speak for herself.
Her outburst in fact informs the reader that she faced the same destiny as Perpetua,
explaining why she pushed her own daughter into marriage. Perhaps she never
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Destructive mothers in literature is an old literary theme used not only to stress women’s reputation
of deception in patriarchal societies and lack of morality but also to deliver political messages in
oppressed societies. Famous destructive mothers who devoured their children: Medea in Greek
mythology and La llorona in Hispanic America and Al ghoula in Arabic cultures. Moreover, the
interesting motif of the destructive mother is also found in African folktales, a mother named Nasun
who ate her son. For more go to http://journal.oraltradition.org/files/articles/9i/3_gorog_karady.pdf
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witnessed another Cameroonian woman choosing her husband, which indicates that
oppressive society is to blame and not necessarily the person, thus engaging the
reader’s sympathy. It should also be mentioned that Maria was poor and illiterate
and left to bear the responsibility of raising three children all alone, with no mention
of her absent husband. The text describes Maria in such an abhorrent way that the
reader is initially distanced from her. However, the text describes in detail how Maria
deprived Perpetua from education but we also discover that it is not only to get the
dowry as Essola or Beti make us believe but it is also because Perpetua’s education,
“ offended her mother an old illiterate African woman, because in her eyes it went
against the natural order of things” (64). Moreover, Maria, like most mothers, is
afraid to end up alone, for this she wants her children to get married and stay next to
her. She doesn’t want them to leave like Essola. She says, “you know who that child
reminds me of more and more? Her brother Essola. Do you think she will go away
one day as well, and leave me all alone? (66).
Both Maria and Um Saad are not looked at by their authors as helpless
women with absent husbands, and their agonies as lonely sexually frustrated women
are not examined. Kanafani’s and Beti’s main interest is the situation of their
country. Neither of them is interested in advocating women’s causes. They both
create women’s figures that echo their polarized imagery inscribed in their
consciousness as well as their unconsciousness. Cultural practices are the product of
cultural images. These cultural images are mostly shaped by colonialism and neocolonialism in the case of the two authors. For example, in the case of Mongo Beti,
French culture is not only introduced to the “third-world” African culture through
school texts and missionaries but also through male students who traveled Europe to
pursue their higher studies like Beti himself. Accordingly, he has been exposed to
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two widely different cultural images that place women in the same extreme positions
that had also been prevalent in Western Christian culture for 2000 years: either the
sacrificial mother or the evil whore14.
We cannot examine the Mother Africa trope in male literature without
referring to Leopold Senghor’s poem “Femme Noire” or Joseph Conrad’s Heart Of
Darkness. I say this because many believe that the use of mother trope in African
male literature probably started as an outcome of the Negritudé Movement initiated
by Senghor and his compatriots/ fellow ideologues.
The use of the mother trope15 in African literature is to an extent a reaction to
the negative image of Africa in colonial and neo-colonial canon literature. For
example, when Marlow meets Kurtz's African mistress for the first time, he uses
terms like: “wild … draped in striped and fringed cloths, treading the earth with a
slight jingle and flash barbarous ornaments …She was savage and superb, wild-eyed
and magnificent; there was something ominous and stately in her deliberate process.
[...] the colossal body of the fecund and mysterious life seemed to look at her". (60)
Conrad presents Kurtz’s mistress as the embodiment of Africa: She is “savage”,
“magnificent”, “mysterious” wild and gorgeous”. Conrad is an example of how some
Western authors represented Africa as a savage black void of culture as well as of
voice: he describes her gestures and never her words. Léopold Sédar Senghor, a
14

Moreoever, according to Claire L.Dehon in her “Women in Black African Novels Written in
French,” the African novel written in French was born in 1920 with the publication of “Les Trois
Voeux de Malick” by the Sengalese writer Ahmadou Mapaté Diagne. The mother figure in this
novella, written for schoolchildren, is an obedient sacrificial mother who “ by supporting her son’s
dreams, however, she has sown the seeds of change, not only for him but also for herself” (111).
Dehon claims that “Because the schools in former French colonies uses “Les Trois Voeux de Malick”
as a textbook, the example of Malick’s mother touched many readers, among them the future novelists
who were to create other resolute and at the same time discreet female novelists. (Critical
Perspectives on Mongo Beti 111).
15
According to Florence Stratton in her "Periodic Embodiments": A Ubiquitous Trope in African
Men's Writing” , the “ literature shaped by history-by colonialism and the making of new nations-the
embodiment of Africa (or of any of its nations) in the figure of a woman is a literary commonplace or
topos, a recurring feature in a tradition that can be traced back at least as far as the Négritude
movement of the 1930s” (112).
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poet and a politician and one of the most famous Francophone African writers, was a
leading founder of the Négritude movement16 . The Négritude movement countered
this representation by linking blackness with beauty, nurture, and earth and thus they
used the symbol of the African woman17. Another reason why writers in the “third
world” conflate women with land is that they have always been oppressed and denied
the freedom of expression. Accordingly, political writers use symbolism intensely in
their writing to avoid being persecuted by their governments18.
Finally, putting women in extreme positions to serve national causes deprives
women of living their lives fully, and they tend to end up being traumatized. Women
devour themselves through collapsing mentally and physically by spending their
whole life trying to meet impossible maternal standards. Unfortunately, this comes at
the expense of developing a social identity based upon personal achievements such
as education and career; also it comes at the expense of developing a healthy sexual
identity. This is exactly what the Nigerian writer Buchi Emecheta and the Palestinian
writer Sahar Khalifeh examine in their novels in the coming two chapters. What the
above authors idolize will be condemned by Buchi Emecheta and Sahar Khalifeh. In
the next two chapters, I will introduce mothers who are in serious crisis due to their
constant struggle to meet the impossible maternal standards that lead to their physical
and mental collapse. These are mothers who speak with their own voice and who
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He was the first president of Senegal for the first twenty years after its independence
This is seen in Senghor's poem "Black Woman" ("Femme noire") where he starts his poem saying :
“Naked woman, black woman
Clothed with your colour which is life, with your form which is beauty!
In your shadow I have grown up; the gentleness of your hands was laid over my eyes.
And now, high up on the sun-baked pass, at the heart of summer, at the heart of noon,
I come upon you my Promised Land.
And your beauty strikes me to the heart like the flash of an eagle” (Senghor 105).
18
Most of the time we see the symbol of the nation as a young mother and not an old one, just like
Perpetua. This can also be understood as an emotional and erotic way used by political parties to
attract the youth effectively.
17
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refuse the ideal maternity demanded from them by their patriarchal community
through telling us their dark maternal stories.
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Chapter Two
The Door of the Courtyard

West Africa and the Arab world have very different histories and are
geographically far apart but both cultures share cultural and political characteristics.
For example, in the Arabic language, there exists an idiom, al-watan al-um, the
equivalent of “Mother Africa,” that applies to numerous African cultures.
Motherhood is unwaveringly valued in both African and Arab societies that
invariably praise what male-dominated culture and canonical literatures recognize as
“ideal” female, maternal attributes. Good women are “strong mothers”: they are
expected to silently endure pain and can deliver many children from the age of
fourteen; they sacrifice themselves for their families and countries by producing boysoldiers and mothers of future soldiers; they are pure in the sense that their bodies are
merely for biological procreation and are not sexual territories. Buchi has her own
writing style and priorities, and engages a feminist agenda concerning the oppressive
aspects of her respective society's maternal discourses19. Like in the chapter on The
Joys of Motherhood, I intend to examine the depiction of the
types/forms/interpretations of motherhood in Sahar Khalifeh’s novella, Bab as Saha
(The Door of the Courtyard 1999).
Sahar Khalifeh was born in 1941, into a "gloomy" and "hostile" atmosphere
of occupied Nablus in the West Bank. In the interview, My Life, My Self and the
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There are different types of feminisms. Many feminists in the third world refuse to be called
feminists because they consider feminism as formed and supported by white women to address and
adopt their own, sometimes imposing and oppressive, concerns. Emecheta employs womanism instead
of feminism, as it is directly linked to the African experience and concerns.
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World she states that her family was yearning for a baby boy to preserve the
inheritance and carry the family name20. Perhaps it was because Sahar’s mother was
the first person to inform her that she belonged to the “weaker”, "worthless sex”, that
she always foregrounds women and gender roles in her work and tends to illustrate
that oppressive forces are not only imposed by the Israeli occupation, but that it also
exists and shapes the private world of women through family and its female members
outside the Israeli context and within the private home:

It was Mother who stood against my rebellion at that time … She also felt
guilty for spawning a whole brood of creatures belonging to a weak and
worthless sex … I sensed her thoughts and they tortured me. Somehow she
bore a grudge against me for seeing through her pretenses. I, too, held a
grudge against her because she did not accept me for who I was. I accused her
of hypocrisy and heartlessness … she swore time and again that she would
break my neck, and when she couldn't do that, she sent me to a boarding
school in Jerusalem. The school was run by the strictest martinets imaginable
- the Nuns of Zion, but even they failed to break me. Then they yoked me in a
hasty, senseless marriage that broke my heart (My Life, Myself and The
World).

Khalifeh is described by Suha Sabbagh in “Palestinian Women Writers and
the Intifada,” as courageous in her writing as she is in her private life. A mother of
two daughters, she divorced in 1973 after 13 years of marriage21.At the age of 32 she
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I tend to incorporate autobiographical details because I believe childhood is integral to the
development of self.
21
In her article My Life, My Self and the World, which appeared in al-Jadeed Newspaper in spring
2002 and translated from the Arabic by Musa al-Halool and Katia Sakka, Sahar Khalifeh states that
“three momentous events took place that changed my relationship with my mother and the world”.
First, her only brother was paralyzed for the rest of his life in a car accident when he was sixteen, as a
reaction her father got married to young blond girl to have a son that would carry his family name.
Second, her father died and, as a reaction to his death, her mother became a “lifeless body”. She states
that, “Our defeat in 1967 was the third tragedy to take place during my marriage. I discovered that our
political defeat was a result of our cultural defeat. I could see very clearly that the debacle of 1967 was
the fruit of a rotten tree that needed a cure - the internally defeated do not triumph.”
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enrolled in the Department of English at Beir Zeit University. She mentions that her
energy made her look ten years younger, which facilitated integration within
university (My Life, my Self and the World)22. During this period she completed As
Sabar (1976), which was translated into English as The Wild Thorns (Olive Branch
Press, 1985) and eight other languages including Hebrew. Later, she left to the
United States to pursue her Ph.D. in Women Studies & American Women’s
Literature at The University of Iowa, 198823. Khalifeh returned to Nablus in the West
Bank in 1987 during the first Palestinian Intifada. She writes:
[I] left America for the West Bank to witness something hair-raising: women
and children out on the streets hitting and being hit without blinking; young
and old men languishing in jails, wilderness, or mountain caves ... Woman
proved to the whole world that she was not a nonentity, but the heart, the
mind, the feeling, and the living conscience of the revolution. Out of that
dream, that momentum, that rapid rhythm and hot pulse was born Bab As
Saha ( My Life, Myself and the World)
The first Intifada started in the Jabalya Refugee Camp, Gaza in December
1987, when an Israeli army truck assaulted two vans carrying Palestinian workers on
their way to jobs in Israel24 killing four of them. This incident sparked mass
rebellions throughout the West Bank, the Gaza Strip and Arab East Jerusalem.
Intifada in Arabic means a spontaneous awakening resulting from a hard strike or a
shock; it indicates a process of fundamental shake-up or house-cleaning (the origin
here is nafad or “turn everything upside down.” According to Suha Sabbagh “the
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Sahar Khalifeh comes from a rich aristocratic family as she states in her biography that was written
in English in her Ph.D. thesis )91 (الصمدي
23

She first enrolled in the International Writing Program and received her Diploma in Creative Writing at the
University of Iowa in 1978. Then she pursued her MA in English and American Literature from the University of
North Carolina in 1982.
24 As confirmed to by Dr. As’ad Abu Khalil through in an email dated in August 2014.
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Intifada can be read as initiating a process of liberation in a psychological sense”
(62) which can perhaps be applied to Khalifeh’s ideological mindset around that
time. The period during and after the first Intifada gave rise to serious literary
production25 and personal growth for Khalifeh, who then founded the Women’s
Affairs Center, which now has branches in Nablus, Gaza, and Amman26.
Bab as Saha 27 is a novella set in the time of the first Intifada. Considered a
classic of Arab feminist literature by French critics28, the work emphasizes the
marginalized personal experiences of women and the suppressed female voice.29 In
“Palestinian Women Writers and the Intifada”, Suha Sabbagh states that Sahar
Khalifeh “employs the [novel] as a tool for [[investigating the role of women and …
shows an equal concern for feminist and nationalist issues” (64). The novella begins
as a chronicle of the daily life of ordinary Palestinian women in Bab As Saha, a
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Some works that discussed Intifada and its impact on the lives of the Palestinians during that period : Al Janeb
al ākhar li arḍ al miʻad ( The Other Side of the Promised Land 1990) by Ahmad Harb Shababik Zeinab (
Zeinab’s windows) 1994 by Rachad Abu Shawer, Woujouh Fi alma’ Asakhen (Faces in Hot Water 1996) by
Abdallah Tayeh, and Jamal Bannoura’s Intifada in 1998
26 It is interesting to note that before Sahar Khalifeh became a known writer, she appeared in Michel Khleifeh’s
prize winning documentary Fertile Memory (1980) where she plays the role of a divorcee in her thirties who
narrates her own story about a different kind of attachment to the land. As a single mother, the story she tells
deviates from the traditional national narrative; her story is characterized by what Viola Shafik describes as the
“double occupation” women endure living under Israeli occupation and beneath their men’s claims of ownership
(Ball 37).
27 Mattieu Warter of Cinemao Productions (Paris) has acquired the film rights of this novel( see ponatasagency.com).
28 This claim was made during “The Palestinian Week” of The Arab Book Fair, organized by the Paris-based
Institut du Monde arabe where Sahar Khalifeh was celebrating the first printing of Bab as Saha in French.
Published by Flammarion. it was selected amongst the best 105 Arabic novels of the twentieth century by the
Arab Writers Union. It is also important to note that the novel has yet to be translated into English, after the
German (Das Tor, Unionsverlag, 2004) and French (L’impasse de Bab Essaha, Flammarion, 1998). (see
voiceseducation.org).
29 This novel is thus amongst the first rebellious literary works in the Arab world in that it asks the reader to
question the relationship between patriarchy and nationalism. Between 1948 and 1967, the period of Nakba.,
Palestinian women’s fiction was mostly spearheaded by the writings of Fadwa Tuqan, Samira Azzam, Najwa
Qawar Farah and Salma Khadra Jayyusi, distinguished by focusing on and prioritizing nationalist concerns.
Women were told that the struggle for a nation was the only priority in the lives and literature of all Palestinians.
In A Mountainous Journey, Fadwa Tuqan tells how her father wanted her to grow up and follow in the footsteps
of the famous poet Ibrahim Tuqan, who published for the good of the nation. The duty of all Palestinians was to
fight for the liberation of Palestine, with all other causes paling in comparison, especially the liberation of
women. Fadwa Tuqan states that “when we come of age, we are expected to concentrate our [energy] on
Palestine’s emancipation no matter what the personal cost, the obstacles, the difficulties which preoccupy us
…The lives of Palestinian women, in every epoch and in every house, seemed devoid of significance. Such an
environment had a stifling effect on me, which intensified as I approached sexual maturity” (27). Moreover,
feminism was looked at with suspicion as women who expressed feminist ideas were accused of betrayal and
collaboration with the West.
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neighborhood in Nablus30, West Bank, 63 kilometers north of Jerusalem. Khalifeh
represents several women in a traditional patriarchal society that experiences
numerous forms of daily violence against women, such as a brother beating his own
sister, a female student involved in a physical clash with an Israeli soldier and a
husband hitting his wife with a teapot. The author weaves together these women’s
stories and their interactions during an uprising brought about by the Palestinian
response to the on-going Israeli aggression. Each female character longs to assert
herself and restore her own identity within a patriarchal society. The main characters
are immediately introduced to the reader. Zakia is an old, traditional midwife and the
mother of six girls who have all been abandoned by their father for no specific
reason. Samar is the daughter of a baker and a graduate of the An Najah university
where she researches the effects of the Intifada on women's lives. Um Azzam, the
mother of three boys, has always been envied by other women, especially her sisterin-law Zakia, until unfolds her agonies as a wife, mother and sister. Nazha is an
outspoken and beautiful prostitute, a mother who left her husband and their only
baby boy to cohabit with the Barber of the neighborhood who later abandons her.
Her baby boy died two weeks after she left her husband. According to Nazha, the
barber was courteous and honey-tongued and she was young enough to believe in his
love for her. Nazha became a prostitute later when she and her mom found
themselves poor and alone.
Due to heavy fighting and an imposed curfew, these four persecuted and
traumatized women find themselves living together once again in Sakina's home, a
place they had previously condemned as the “house of prostitution and betrayal”

30

The neighborhood was known as the Red Courtyard during the intifada, as it was where collaborators were
slaughtered (Khalifeh 39).
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(27). Sakina is Nazha’s mother who, after her husband died, was persecuted by her
neighbors because, according to gossip, she held parties in her house for Israeli
officers and collaborators. Several clues in the novella suggest that Sakina is killed
by her son Ahmad, an activist in the Intifada. Zakia’s nephew Houssam, a young
man and an active member in the Intifada, was wounded by the Israeli soldiers and
crawled to Nazha’s house for help and cover. Nazha went to Zakia, Houssam’s aunt,
to tell her he was at her house and needed her help. Later, Samar came to ask Nazha
a few questions for her research. Then Houssam’s mother, Um Azzam, comes asking
Zakia to shelter her because her husband kicked her out of the house. They all find
themselves stuck in this “suspicious place”. Structuring her novella like a play, the
author allows most of the action to take place in this claustrophobic single room in
Nazha’s house. Houssam, Um Azzam's youngest son and main male protagonist,
overhears these women’s conversations from the neighboring room where he is
thought to be sleeping, through a chink in the door, a technical device reminiscent of
Renaissance Western tragedy. The reader, like the wounded Houssam, listens to the
characters as they confront one another. Tensions between the four women soon rise
and then collapse into reconciliation and solidarity, as they begin to share their
intimate experiences as females, ex-wives and mothers in Nablus.
At the peak of what was the first Intifada, Sahar Khalifeh writes out against
the oppression of women in the name of Palestine, complicating the relationship
between women and nationalism, and demanding the Arab reader31 see Palestine in a
new way. I say complicating because the author intends to draw attention to the fact
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In a dialogue with the Arabic newspaper Al-Ashre’a, Khalifeh states that she uses simple slang
Palestinian Arabic because she writes to the Arab reader who is mostly uneducated thus he can only
understand the simple everyday language. See http://alwatan.com/details/784
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that there is no single, stable truth. The situation of and for women changed during
the intifada, and, following, her status and duties worsened. As Zakia tells Samar,
when asked about the effects of the Intifada on women: "You want to hear the truth?
… Frankly, nothing has changed, except that their old misfortunes have increased.
More misfortunes and their hearts are burning. Pray God to help the women" (21).
Khalifeh states that one of "consequences of the Intifada...was that the
fundamentalists became stronger. In one interview I gave at that time, I spoke out
against the veil saying: "They veiled her, they minimized her". However, the
fundamentalists were furious and held the comment against me. They named me at
the Friday prayer at Al-Aqsa Mosque, saying that I had to be stopped. They also
spoke against me in two mosques in Nablus. I was scared" (“My Life, Myself and the
World”).
Khalifeh does not only want to direct attention towards the oppression of
woman but she is also afraid of what awaits women with the rise of fundamentalism,
as expressed through the murder of Sakina, the beating of Samar, or Um Azzam 's
husband abusing her verbally and physically and preventing her from leaving the
claustrophobic room in their house. Fundamentalism is an ideology that finds fertile
soil in societies that oppress women. A fundamentalist mentality believes
theoretically and in blatant practice that women are male property (or, female
servant-object at the disposal of male subject). Violence is permitted when women
try to counteract. Examples of such fundamentalist oppression can also be found in
The Joys of Motherhood. The first thing Nnaife does when Nnu Ego tells him that
their daughter Kehinde is missing,is leave her parents’ home to be with her boyfriend
from another clan. He “picks up the [big] cutlass [he kept under his bed], swings it in
the air, as if aiming it at Nnu Ego and rushes to the butcher’s house while screaming:
25

“My Daughter with a Yoruba Husband?”32 She is better dead and with her the father
of her man” (209). Nnu Ego spends money on educating her boys by depriving her
girls of any education33. Fundamentalism for Khalifeh is in part responsible for, and
the equivalent of, the constant political defeat of the Arabs by the Israelis; the
oppression of the female body and purely female-aimed sexuality is reproduced in
the family structure, especially with regards to motherhood:

I could see very clearly that the debacle of 1967 was the fruit of a rotten tree
that needed a cure - the internally defeated do not triumph. The cure must
start with our households and with those in power, with our social values and
ties, with the fabric of the family, with the rules and basics of the upbringing
of the individual at home, in school, and at university, and then progress to
the street. Mothers can be both the dough-baker and the steelmaker of
nations. Mothers are the nation because they are the source and the
cornerstone. (“My Life, My Self and the World” )

Bab as Saha echoes all what Sahar Khalifeh believes in and is afraid of. She
depicts mothers because motherhood is the main site upon which various
contradictory ideologies and mechanisms of exploitation act. Motherhood protects
the current existence and on-going growth of various sites of power, such as
patriarchy and nationalism at the expense of Palestinian women’s humanity and
personal experience, because it preserves the theoretical and practical biological
construction that traditional roles and identities are based upon. For example,
nationalism demands that women be obedient, fertile wives and sacrificial mothers
who prepare themselves to lose their male children for the Palestinian cause. Mothers
who lose their sons in the battle against the Israelis gain the title of Um Shahid, the
Mother of the Martyr, which gives her rank in her community and even the entire
32

According to CIA Factbook, Yoruba is one of the largest ethnic groups in Africa.
The kidnapping of 267 (57 escaped) Nigerian school girls in the Village of Chibok in northeastern
Nigeria in April 2014 by the Islamic militant group Boko Haram could be read as a development of
such oppressive practices.
33
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Arab world. To quote Simone de Beauvoir, "The body of woman is one of the
essential elements in her situation in the world" (Beauvoir and the Second Sex 37).
Khalifeh criticizes the conflation of women and land in literature and politics and the
subsequent regularized use of woman as a symbol of the nation; she also refuses the
image of the morally upright mother because it acts in favor of the patriarchal and
nationalistic agendas that impose a male/female binary opposition.
According to Khalifeh, motherhood is a social construct in Islamic as well as
African cultures, and maternity is perceived as an innate desire in all women.
Intensive mothering34 works against the interests of women, and patriarchies and
nationalisms manipulate motherhood to protect the existence thereof and maintain
their continuity. In the following section I will discuss the aforementioned ideas
through the female protagonists and their character development as Khalifeh presents
round characters rather than flat ones. Understanding nationalism in Palestine is so
particular in that it is a country that, until now, is under Israeli occupation.
Accordingly, such a situation has affected maternal discourse, a topic that I will also
discuss in this section.
As a writer with an agenda for change, Khalifeh, like Emecheta, moves away
from prevalent depictions of honorific motherhood in Arabic literature and examines
the value of mothering from the perspective of the mother herself. Like the Joys of
Motherhood, Bab As Saha also reads like a thesis on motherhood, tackling its
ideology and addressing some of its darker aspects. I have earlier mentioned that
Mary O'Brien, in The Politics of Reproduction, believes that men attempt to
compensate for and counteract their alienation from reproduction through the system
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According to Sharon Hays in, The Cultural Contradictions of Motherhood, intensive mothering is
an ideology that holds the individual mother primarily responsible for child rearing and dictates that
the process is to be child-centered, expert-guided, emotionally absorbing, labor intensive and
financially expensive. (see www.yalepress.yale.edu)
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of patriarchy, which allows them to control the female body. Women’s sexuality
works as an agent for patriarchy to maintain societal control and repression.
Women’s bodies are thus the site of patriarchy, which is expressed both through
direct practices, like female circumcision35, the patriarchal obsession with preserving
an intact hymen before marriage, and indirect practices like the idealization of
marriage presented to nubile girls that demands purity, sacrifice and silence. Like
Nigerian society, Palestinian society is highly patriarchal and womanhood is defined
in terms of complaisance to absolute male rule. Bearing male children is celebrated
as boys are expected to continue the patriarchal lineage and to also defend and
reclaim Palestine as a nation. Patriarchy and nationalism are thus intertwined and
symbolized through control of the female body. Hisham Sharabi points out that
patriarchy is a discourse that constantly reshapes itself in response to its environment
(Ball 77). Frances Hasso elaborates:

Consistent with most nationalist narratives, Palestinian male nationalist
narratives have frequently valorized women as biological reproducers of the
nation, analogized the land of Palestine to women's bodies, and represented
the appropriation and occupation of Palestine as the sexual violation and
appropriation of women's bodies.(442)

In the novel, Palestinian society is depicted as pro-natalist, promoting
marriage and motherhood (reproduction) as a means of participating in the nationalist
project. Zakia witnesses Samar stand up to the Israeli army, resulting in a physical
clash; an Israeli soldier kicks her and throws her to the ground, she stands up again
and attacks him. Her admiration of Samar's courage leads her to attempt to persuade

35

Female Genital Mutilation is an old Egyptian tradition that Islamic scholars deny any relation to.
For further info see (http://ir.uiowa.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1009&context=ejab)
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Samar, the only unmarried protagonist, to marry Hussam so that she can remain a
respectable member of her local community and neighborhood. She says to herself:
. وأن تبفى الشابة في الحارة، ان تشبك هذا مع هذه،تأملت الحجة سمر سبحان هللا هذا ما كانت تحلم به
)66(
Taʾmalat alḥaja samar subḥan allah hadha ma kant taḥlum bihi, an tashbuk
hadha maʿ hadhih, ʾan tabqa aʾshaba fi ʾalḥara
Zakia's matchmaking attempts are to contain and even suppress Samar's
militant, subversive, independent female body and identity, what Anna Ball sees as a
“symbolic attempt to reposition her within the sexualized masculine discourse of
male desire and marriage” (65). Both female and male family members are
encouraged, even forced to protect the honor of young girls as symbolized through
"intact hymns" and virginity; after all, as we have seen, female sexuality is only
considered in relation to her maternal role. A strong example is when Samar is
severely beaten by her brother, Sadeq, because she stayed away from home for nine
days to be at Nazha’s, where she initially went for her university research and then
had to stay due to the intense fighting and the Israeli imposed curfew. Her brother
beat her cruelly while screaming, "You want to be like Nazha," implying her to be a
whore. Khalifeh points to the cultural gap between Samar and her brother, the
promiscuous illiterate baker who, as Nazha hints, abused her when she worked in the
studio with him. However, he is still considered honorable for as long as his sister
preserves her sexuality for her husband. In many Arab cultures, the honor and
manhood of a male , his sharaf ,‘ird and roujoulah, are more proportionally related
to his ability to control his women (his mother, his wife, and his daughter/s) rather
than his own personal achievement; an attribute that only intensifies with the advent
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of a nationalism that feminizes the nation that will, hopefully, once be established36.
In other words, women are in a vicious circle of oppression, trapped between
suppressive patriarchies, be they Israeli or Palestinian, political or cultural.
Khalifeh persistently shows how patriarchy manipulates women to keep them
passive and submissive, and thus rejects motherhood as women’s natural destiny
because women do not grow up with a naturalized desire to be mother or wife. She
condemns early marriage that entraps young girls within an ideal of motherhood,
which is more often than not the happy life always promised. Virginal young brides
are thought to be the ideal material to become ideal mothers. As a result Um Azzam
and Nazha live in misery due to their early marriages. Nazha states that her mother
forced her to marry a man in his late fifties when she was only fifteen. When Samar
asked her how that could have happened, Nazha ironically replied that it was nothing
new and that half the female population would marry so young. Like everyone else,
they made her wear the white nuptial dress as everyone sang and danced for her in
elaborate ceremonies of celebration (88)37. Um Azam's large wedding is also
elaborately described:
 الوجهاء و.لم تخرج من دار ابيها إال بزفة امتدت من كلية خضوري حتى مشارف وادي التفاح
 كانت، كانت مدللة، كانت عيوقة. بل كل الجهاز من بيروت.السيارات والزغاريد و ثوب الفرح من بيروت
)969(. و كانت تختال بذلك العز، بل ملكة جمال،جميلة
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During the time of the Nakba (1948), the Israeli army use to the threaten raping Palestinian girls if
their families did not leave the land of Palestine (Shaaban 170). Some Palestinians used the say
“Akhsar al Ard Wala Al ‘Ird" (Lose your Land rather than your Honor, i.e. your daughter’s virginity
(Shaaban 170). Palestinian men, including those in high positions of authority, were obsessed with
protecting their honor from the Israelis, and fought to protect their women rather than their land
(Shaaban 152).
37
At this point Samar also mentions that love might prosper between a young girl and old man, using
the Prophet Mohammed's marriage to nine-year-old Aisha when he was 56 years as an example.
Perhaps this can be construed as the author's attempt to indirectly denounce this practice since
injecting such information into a discussion is condemning.
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Lam takhruj min bayti abiha ila bizafa imtadat min kuliyat khdūrī ḥata
masharif wadī tufaḥ. ʾalwujuhaʾ w sayarat w zagharīd w thob lfaraḥ min beyrūt. Bal
kul aljihaz min beyrūt. Kanat ʿayūqa, kanat mudalala, kanat jamīla bal kanat malikat
jamal w kanat takhtalu bi zalik
Dwelling on the details of weddings and their demonstrative aspects is a
means of mapping out the fabricated myth that women are manipulated into
followers, into obedient objects in the male/female relationship. Perhaps glorifying
the wedding celebration, the lavish gifts and, of course, the expensive white dress,
are techniques used to express how patriarchy and its predominant accompanying
institutions of religion and nationalism, attempt to turn little girls into “legal”
mothers as early as possible so to contribute to society’s stability and to avoid fitna.
In many Arab societies, weddings are still large celebrations that nowadays
perhaps falsely glamorize marriage from a young girl’s point of view38. One may ask
here if Khalifeh is writing against weddings, which, as Mary N. Layoun remarks, are
a highly politicized trope in Palestinian cultural expression that represents unity of
the family and, by extension, the nation (Ball 38), again subjugating the terrain of the
female body to male-controlled property39. Confining women to the domestic realm
of the “courtyard” where the door is closed upon women, controlled by the activists
and opened only with the permission of the occupation before the women succeed to
destroy it serves to mute female sexuality, channeling all her sexual energy into the
physically painful processes of birthing and rearing preferably male children, who
she must raise according to the moral values dictated by patriarchal and nationalist
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Oral poetry in Southern Lebanon which borders Palestine, is heavily laden with advice to the little
girls, warning them not to be overjoyed with big weddings and dowries, as marriage is full of
bitterness.
39
In February of 2014, the governmental organization, al-Riyasa, organized a collective wedding (just
one of four) for about 600 empoverished couples in the West Bank, which cost the government about
one million USD.
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indoctrination. The title and the cover of this novella are interesting where we see
three women behind the bars as if imprisoned within the domestic space. The
importance of first the door, and then the courtyard as an enclosed space cut off from
the street world outside can be read as a psychological trope for the mind of the
women who serve as allegorical models not only for their entire gender but also for
their environment. Even inside their houses women are not allowed to express their
femininity freely. Nazha tells the women how her mother used to enjoy watching her
dance while her brother used to beat her severely every time he would catch her
dancing in front of the mirror. Belly dancing is highly seductive and includes fluid
movements like serpent arm movements, hip rotations, shivers and vibrations of
breasts, pelvis and thighs. It can easily be read as invitation to a sexual act as well as
a declaration of sexual liberty.
Through marriage, Palestinian women are expected to fulfill the roles
assigned to them. They are regulated to the private, domestic sphere while men
generally control and enjoy public life. Thus being a married woman is most highly
ranked in many Arab societies because, on the one hand, it means uncontrolled
sexuality, supposedly the main cause of fitna40, is no longer a threat. On the other
hand, it means that the imposed social order, in which man is in authority, is adhered
to and thus reinforced. After all, a woman should always obey her husband. In the
novel, Um Azzam went from being the daughter of Al Jalab to the wife of Wajih,
which is supposed to give her a superior rank in her society. Um Azzam’s
wretchedness is later revealed at Nazha’s home, when she begs her-sister-in-law,
Zakia, to help her leave her stingy, tyrannical husband who beats her with the teapot
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Women are sometimes considered to bring or have fitna, meaning chaos and social disorder, which is used to
legitimize oppression.
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and throws her out into the cold because she dared to challenge him and defended her
children. She tells Zakia that she is ready to cook, clean and even carry her medical
bag if she allows her to stay, thus reducing herself to the role of servant—a female
object at the whims of a female subject.
Girls are not only pushed to, and lured into marrying young through the
promise of a big wedding, but the threat of future solitude and the loneliness of
economic dependency as a poor spinster, as we have also seen in The Joys of
Motherhood, are often also used to scare women into marriage. Sahar Khalifeh
questions these tropes by revealing that all married women with children, boys or
girls, in fact end up alone. A blatant example is Um Azzam's envy of Zakia, who
lives alone and believes that marriage is loneliness in and of itself (163). Ironically,
all the women in the novel find freedom and relief in a house of loose sexuality, a
site they initially hate and despise. While feeding the other women soup, Nazha says
to herself, "This is soup of prostitution that you are sipping with enjoyment”(120).
Accordingly, national and patriarchal institutions contribute to the
perpetuation of the construction of maternal desire because it helps them sustain their
very short-lived illusions of dominance. Pre-pubescent girls are rushed into early
marriages before they start developing their personality, voice and sexual identity.
Furthermore, a young bride—like a young foal—can be expected to bear more
children. Since much of Palestine is under occupation, an immediate fear of violence
and death may also create the need for children, specifically more males, to
perpetuate the very hope of a nation. Given the Palestinian cause, birthing is thus
seen as a nationalist act. Nazha states that women bring children into Palestine, and
then Palestine, like a bogey woman, devours them without pity. Moreover, the
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repeated motif of childbirth throughout the novel reflects how birthing is an act of
national resistance.41
The sense of detachment that mothers feel towards their children is another
illustration of how motherhood might not be an innate female desire. Khalifeh
introduces mothers who are totally detached from their children. They tell each other
stories of loneliness and misery opposite to what they dreamt to achieve through
maternity. Nazha did have a child but she abandoned it to run away with her lover.
She states that she had never felt close to her son and that even when he died two
weeks after she fled, she felt no sadness (103). Zakia had six girls but she never
mentions them specifically. On the contrary, she seems content living alone with her
companions of fate, known as Um Shabab, mother of fighters, working as midwife
and participating in the Intifada through indirect involvement with male activists.
She would check if the road was safe and send signals for them to pass. She would
hide and treat them when injured. The author hints at how Zakia lived with the agony
of witnessing the birth of baby boys as well as their death. Sakina also seems
detached from her daughters as her daughter Nazha tells Samar how her mother
pushed her daughters to marry quickly; as a result they live miserably with stern and
abusive husbands,
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In his most famous poem “ The Identity Card”, Mahmoud Darwich declares his virility as a threatening weapon
in the war against the Israelis. He defies the Jewish State and asserts his identity as a virile Arab, as Amal Amireh
explains:
Write down:
I am a [sic] Arab
My I.D. number is 50,000
My children, eight
And the ninth is due next summer
—Does that anger you? (Amireh 27)
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 و اختي امنة، اختي صبيحة جوزتها على ضرة."راحت رمتنا كل واحدة بوقعة اسخم من التانية
 اخواتي كل واحدة عندها عر والد كاسرين رقبتها. و أنا لواحد كبير و بهيم،جوزتها لواحد حيوان معبدها العجل
)19( "و العنن ابو فاطسها
raḥet rametna kil waḥda b kil waqʿa askham min tanyi.okhtī sabīḥa jawazitha
ʿala dura w okhti amna jawazitha la waḥad ḥayawan mʿabidha ʿijl w ʾana la waḥad
kbīr w bhīm. Ikhwatī kil waḥda ʿindha ʿur wlad kasrī raqbitha w laʿnīn ʾabu fatisha
If motherhood is understood as love, selflessness and care, then it fails as an
innate concept in this novel since all the protagonists are alienated from their
children.
Married women with healthy sons are best received by Palestinian society,
which gives them instant recognition. They do not need to work for years pursuing
an education and working in order to build up a socially accepted identity. In an
existentialist sense, children chain women down because they deprive them of
freedom of choice. For example, Nazha states that her sister is abused by her
husband but cannot do anything about it because she married very young having not
had any chance to build a career. She is now burdened with “many” children "that
break her neck" and deprive her of the choice to leave. The Arabic word “”عر
meaning “many” and which is used to describe the number of children, also has a
negative connotation related to the spreading of infectious diseases like scabies
(Lisan al Arab Dictionary), Khalifeh definitely is using it purposely to reinforce the
idea that marriage is a burden.
Khalifeh's female characters have spent most of their lives trying to meet the
moral standards set by a patriarchal society that qualifies them as good mothers; we
see them collapsed and devastated after their sacrifice. Bab as Saha thus rejects the
ideal maternal attributes because, as Khalifeh shows, they are impossible to meet and
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act in favor of power relations that perpetuate the subjugation of women. Those who
overstep the rules are ostracized, beaten or killed. For example, the activists in the
intifada stabbed Sakina to death because they considered her an enemy collaborator,
they also beat Nazha savagely for being Sakina’s daughter. Women neighbours use
proverbs to support the idea that daughters are like their mothers . This allows them
to legitimate their excuses for punishing and despising Nazha. Nazha complains to
Houssam how she is being held accountable for her mother’s “sins”. Nazha wore a
scarf to hide her bruised face and neck. Zakia was shocked when Nazha uncovered
her neck and showed Zakia the bruises.
Khalifeh intends to reflect on the darker aspects of Palestinian society during
intifada, she does not want to idealize the intifada as the newspapers do, her cause is
the women who are double victims. However, Khalifeh would have never been able
to write such a daring novella without the empowering effect of intifada where she
witnessed men and women standing side by side in defense of their country.
According to Suha Sabagh, “the intifada can be read as initiating a process of
liberation in a psychological sense” . For Palestinian women this sense of liberation
can takes place on two fronts: the fact of participating in the intifada leads women to
(1) recognize the need to question their position vis-a-vis patriarchal domination, (2)
given the influence women exert within the home, it is not difficult to imagine that
their participation in the public sphere will have long-term repercussions on gender
relations within the family, the exact nature of which remains to be seen” (63).
The female body is polarized as either virgin or whore. To be a "good"
mother means to be pure, silent and sacrificial; rewarded by God with joy, good
children and peaceful old age basking in communal respect––a myth intensified by
nationalist ideals that demand women be fertile, self-sacrificial and steadfast (Ball
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51). However, the mothers in Khalifeh's novel have in part brought disaster upon
themselves and their children, with their unwavering belief in "purity" leading to
traumatic psychosis or even death. It was a female neighbor that reported Sakina to
the intifada activists as she considered Sakina to be a “dirty” woman. Zakia believes
that woman should be pure and accept her destiny, burying her own desires and
needs into her work as a midwife.
The writer dedicates the second chapter to Zakia. Zakia is a clear example of
a pious woman with her prayer beads, constantly repeating religious phrases like
mantras, though she misquotes the Quran constantly42, which reflects her illiteracy.
She is loved by the neighborhood and considered mother to all (25). Zakia is always
praised in her community for her stoic suffering in silence; she never involves herself
in gossip nor ever expresses her agonies. However, silence in Bab as Saha is not only
harmful to mothers but also to their daughters (the next generation) and Palestinian
society at large in its battle against the occupier, the Israeli fundamentalists43. We
soon find out that Zakia's brother, Wajih, deprived her of her inheritance44. Rather
than complain, she defends her brother. She also never expresses missing her
daughters and rarely talks about them as if they do not really exist. She only
mentions her children once in the novel, when describing her life to Samar. The
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It is known in the Arab world the majority of women born before the 1940s are illiterate and their
only source of culture is stories and verses they hear from Koran reciters.
43
We should mention that many Israelis are moderate and want peaceful cohabitation with their
Palestinian neighbours. For example, in the early 1990s, a chance meeting between the legendary
pianist Daniel Barenboim and the late Palestinian-born writer and Columbia University professor
Edward Said in a London hotel lobby led to an intensive friendship that has had both political and
musical repercussions. These two men discovered in that first meeting, which lasted for hours, that
they had similar visions for the future of potential Israeli/Palestinian cooperation. They decided to
continue their dialogue and to collaborate on musical events to further their shared vision of peaceful
co-existence in the Middle East. This led to Barenboim's first concert on the West Bank, a piano
recital at the Palestinian Birzeit University in February 1999. It also led to a workshop for young
musicians from the Middle East that took place in Weimar, Germany, in August 1999: this group was
to become the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra (see www.danielbarenboim.com.)
44
It is known that Islamic Law enacts that the share of the male is twice that of a female in any
inheritance and if the Sunni father (many Sunnis convert to Shiism when they don’t have male
children) doesn’t have male children his possessions go to his male nephews never to his daughter.
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reader discovers that she raised her six daughters alone and would work as a midwife
only to come home to clean, cook and wait for the girls to return from school. She
never complained, stating that the shisha absorbed her agonies and anger. Now all
married and living in the Gulf States, her ungrateful children have not even contacted
her since the start of the Intifada. She anticipates she will not hear from them until its
end, suggesting that she feels they do not want her to visit during these times of
political instability because they perceive her as an unwelcome burden (18-21).
Zakia’s main concern is how to protect the male resistance fighters and support them
in their battle against Israel. Sometimes Zakia, the mother of everyone as they call
her, surprises the reader with her indifference. Nazha begs to see Houssam to ask
about her younger brother Ahmad, she knelt and kissed Zakia’s feet, she even
showed Zakia her bruised neck, but the latter rejects her and even refuses to answer
Nazha’s morning salutation.
Zakia has no sympathy for Um Azzam (her sister in law) who was constantly
abused by her husband although, as I have mentioned before, she is known to be the
mother of everyone. Thus Nazha calls Zakia, meaning “intelligent”, “stupid” because
of her misinterpretation of events, her naiveté, and her hypocritical pious and
patronizing ways. Her internalized patriarchy is represented by the image of the
shisha, a recurrent motif in the novel. Zakia prepares a shisha when delivering babies
and is described as smoking one, because it helps her remain calm. When sucking on
the mouthpiece the anodyne of the water pipe distracts women from their situation,
time and place, deactivating them as active members of society, by making physical
movement impossible. For Zakia, the pipe, symbol of the phallus, sublimates the sex
drive so as to avoid fitna and to maintain social order, which is further discerned in
her involvement with the male fighters. Smoking the shisha keeps her quiet and
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submissive. Though she would like to express herself, share in the endless gossip,
curse the night that brings the jinn (her dark desires), curse her husband and
renounce her brother (who represents patriarchal society at large), she remains quiet
with the help of the water pipe, choosing to perform the role of listener (62).
Um Azzam followed all the rules to be a good mother and wife, sacrificing
everything to raising her children. Her husband abused her sexually and beat her
throughout their marriage. In the novella she recalls a TV show in which a heroic
protagonist, Vincent, emerges from the underground; she expresses how she wishes
she was the sewage from which he emerged. Women’s exposure to TV series from
the West increased their misery because they compare their reality to the patriarchal
dominated TV medium representing a fake outside world. In the text Um Azzam is
described by the author as an old dog, who follows her husband from room to room,
even to the bathroom where she perfunctorily performs intimate actions such as
clipping his toe nails, trimming the hair in his ears, cleaning his nose and shaving his
armpits (50-51).
Towards the end of the novel, she finally opens up and tells Zakia that she
can no longer bear her life. She mentions that she is expected to act in a way that
reflects the image of her father, because, as the writer mentions, she descends from
an upper class in Nablus. She has remained silent for so long. She avows that
marriage equates loneliness, that her brothers and her three boys all left her so that
she is now all alone at the mercy of her tyrant stingy husband, Wajih, who beats and
abuses her in her old age, even imprisoning her at home when she tries to defend
herself. He accuses her of being a bad mother, he threw a teapot at her and even
locked her outside in freezing weather. She envies Zakia because she has a real job
as a midwife and lives celibate without a man to serve. She begs for Zakia to help but
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Zakia, fearing her brother, sends her back home, claiming that the fate of all women
is to serve their husband silently and obediently. Nazha the ex-prostitute makes it
known that Wajih was in fact a regular customer, showering her with expensive and
lavish gifts such as chandeliers and jewelry, while depriving his wife of everything,
refusing even to buy her a pair of stockings. Khalifeh is clearly rejecting the
idealized maternal attributes, using Um Azzam to show how even, when abiding by
the conventional role-pattern , women can never do any good.
Samar provides yet another example of how female silence encourages male
brutality. When she returned home after nine days of involuntary absence due to the
curfew, her mother cursed her and allowed her brother Sadeq to violently beat her as
punishment. Samar immediately expresses her disgust at her mother who silently
stood by watching her own son beat her daughter, his own sister. Samar compares
her resistance to the Israelis to her submissiveness during this beating by her brother,
the resistance fighter, capturing how women are trapped between patriarchal bodies.
It is ironic how the silence of the curfew imposed by the Israelis is less cruel than the
silence of the mother who stands motionless while watching the beating and
humiliation of her own daughter. This moving scene touches the reader who is
empathetic to Samar as a respectable character who is educated, supportive,
respectful and very sensitive. The writer employs the “showing method”
characterizing Samar through psychological and physical description in order to
convince the reader of Samar’s intelligence, honesty and belief in the people of her
motherland. Right after her brother finishes beating her, she internally observes the
voice of the muezzin started calling for prayers. She felt totally alone and abandoned
by the power systems that were supposedly to protect her: family, religion and
Palestine. She further reflects that she felt close to death upon hearing the lilting
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voice of the call to prayer, because neither occupation nor army could defeat her the
way that her family could.
 أقدر، و ال كل عفاريت االرض،  فال االحتالل و ال الجيش،" و انطلق االذان فجأة فأحست بالموت
)931( "على سحقها مما سحقت
Wa ntalaqa alzan fajʾa fa ʾaḥsat bil mawt fa la alʾiḥtilal wa la jaysh wa la kul
ʿafarit al ard aqdar ʿala saḥqiha akthar mima suḥiqat
Nazha, the prostitute, on the other hand, has removed all restrictions on her
sexuality and her voice. She is anything but silent. Her unrestricted personality
allows Khalifeh to discuss dark fears and desires in vulgar idioms that nevertheless
feel liberating. Nazha never hesitates to say what is on her mind, using colloquial
terms that are never used in polite conversation or in writing, which is a selfconscious and rebellious act on the part of the author who thus challenges literary
norms. Nazha is open, honest and direct. She admits that she does not relate to her
son; that she spied for her lover who later turned her in to obtain his own freedom;
that she lifted the Israeli siege not for a greater Palestine nation but simply because it
affected her garden; that her mother was brutally murdered on the stairs of the
mosque; that she burned the Israeli flag only because Israelis had killed Ahmad.
Nazha believes neither in humanity nor in Palestine and clearly has no interest in or
respect for the religion she was brought up in or maybe religion in general, which is
expressed in the way she treats Zakia and ridicules her for her piety. She is honest
about the ugliness of the social order that has ostracized her, women like her, and, in
fact, all women. A powerful scene is when upon the death of Nazha’s brother, the
women begin to ululate, congratulating Palestine for its new groom. Nazha begins to
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push the women away, throwing olives at them and cursing Palestine in ways
uncommon in other Palestinian and Arab literary works45
 يلعن ترابك و أرضك و سماك و يلعن كل من قال. يلعن اللي نفضك يا فلسطين.يلعن أبوك يا فلسطين
 ايش لي باقي يا. أخذت األم و أخذت األخ و أألرض و العرض و ما خليت حاجة يا فلسطين.انا من فلسطين
)199( " و ال باقي صاحب و ال باقي قريب،فلسطين؟ ال باقي حي وال باقي حبيب
yilʿan ʾabūki ya falastī. yilʿan li nafadik ya falastīn. yilʿan trabik w ʾardik w
samaki w yilʿan kil min qal ʾana min falastīn. Akhazti ʾalʾum w akhazti alʾakh wal
ʾard wal ʾird w ma khalayti ḥaja ya falastīn. ʾish baqi ya falastīn? La baqī ḥay wala
baqī baqī ḥabīb, wala baqī saḥib wala baqī qarīb
Khalifeh examines how women are in fact each others' worst enemies,
depicting the rumors the women fabricated about Nazha and how they were all
jealous of her beauty. Also, when Um Mohammad is accused of turning Sakina in
and somehow being part of her murder, she feels proud rather than ashamed (27).The
lack of solidarity between the women is to blame for the deteriorating situation. We
see this lack of support clearly when a neighbor, a mother of a martyr, feels relief
and satisfaction when her neighbor also loses her son or when Samar is beaten in
front of her silent, passive mother. Nazha clearly expresses that the women devour
each other and how women in the neighborhood pushed her and her mother
indirectly into prostitution (121). Though Houssam dislikes Nazha in the beginning,
he comes to accept and respect her towards the end of the novel as do the other
women in the house, because she touches on a truth inside of everyone and helps
them discover themselves. She helped Houssam to grow up mentally. Houssam is
weak and defeated like Um Saad’s husband. However, Khalifeh obliges this injured
young man to listen to the other side of the story by tying him to a bed in a place he
45

Palestine is often represented as a bride in poetry and literature, where the act of penetration by the
groom is realized through his martyrdom.
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abhorred the most. Accordingly, he witnesses a battle where the Israeli occupation
and the Palestinian social structure are women’s main oppressors. He grows up
mainly through Nazha’s tales. Nazha reflects the ugliness and cruelty of the society
that subjugates female sexuality in favor of nationalism. She was abandoned by
everyone in the name of nationalism, though she sets an example by defying the
enemy and removing the siege built by the Israelis, albeit for personal reasons.
Through Nazha, Khalifeh proves victory begins when women declare themselves the
main thing and not Palestine.
As mentioned earlier, this novel was written during the first Intifada, in a
continuous context of occupation. Throughout Israeli aggression against Palestinian
citizens is felt and made very visible by their guns, check points, curfews and
constant pursuit of male resistance fighters. This heavy occupational and neocolonial
atmosphere pushes the reader to investigate the relationship between nationalism and
the social and cultural impacts on the ground. The Joys of Motherhood also took
place during a colonialist context though Emecheta did not remind the reader of its
perpetual existence . Khalifeh, on the other hand, uses repetitive images of
occupation to show the political situation and, consequently, how the way Palestinian
society deals with it has a large impact on women’s status. The most disturbing
image in the novel is the murder of Sakina, Nazha's mother, who is stabbed deeply in
her heart. It is almost confirmed that her son Ahmad killed her because she is
accused of collaborating with Israel since she opened a brothel, which mostly Israelis
were said to patronize. Nazha states that visitors to the brothel were also from the
neighbourhood, including sheikh Is’hak. Towards the end of the novel, Ahmad also
goes after his sister.The male must protect the family's honor, and since the nation of
Palestine is always described as a woman, he must also protect the pride of the nation
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and the sanctity of its land. Ahmad is recognized as a hero by all protagonists in the
novel although they are all aware he killed his own mother (only Nazha doesn’t
know). In some conflicts, writes Donna Pankhurst, “the more violent aspects of
masculinity are played out in all aspects of men’s lives to an extreme degree. This
violence, however, is not always only directed at a national enemy; when violent acts
are glorified in society, violent acts against women often increase" (Ball 31).
When al-watan al um (motherland) is expressed in Arabic, it does not only
mean the place where one is born but also where one is nurtured and cultivated,
feminine qualities that are also attributed to the land itself. Khalifeh objects to this
conflation of land and womanhood. When Houssam associates Sahab, his beloved,
with Palestine, she responds: "Wake up, clever boy. I'm not the mother or the land or
the symbol. I am a person, I eat, drink, dream, make mistakes, get lost, get agitated,
suffer, and talk to the wind. I'm not a symbol, I'm a woman" (176). According to
Benedict Anderson, nations are “imagined political communities” needing symbols,
meanings and images for people to adhere to46.The nation of Palestine is thus always
personified as a woman as a peasant mother with a thob," "الثوبthe embroidered
traditional costume which is "a way of mapping the lost homeland onto the bodies of
women … reconfiguring places lost to Palestinians"(Ball 32)47. According to
nationalist narratives, ultimate sacrifice is achieved by bearing and rearing young
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In May 2014, a photo featuring Abed Fattah al Sissi kissing Baheyya’s forhead (the woman symbol
of Egypt) while holding her head, spread on social media upon his winning of the presidential
elections. The image is significant since the woman is young and beautiful, lowering her head and
eyes in voluntary submissiveness and wearing the Egyptian flag as a scarf. It is known that in Egypt
most voters recognize their favored candidates through symbols. Political parties choose symbols to
represent them such as, toothbrush, piano, rocket, teapot etc…The use of symbols to distinguish
between rival parties and candidates goes back to the 1950s when Jamal Abdel Nasser made an effort
to help illiterate voters mark their ballot papers correctly. This might consolidate the relation between
illiteracy and the intensive usage of images in societies. To see the image go to
http://www.albawabhnews.com/607663
47

Suzan Slymovics identifies the practice of naming female Palestinian children after destroyed villages or
towns as a way of inscribing Palestinian history into the very fabric of female identity (Ball 32).
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citizens ready to die for the nation. If a woman transgresses her nationalistic,
maternal role, she thus becomes a threat to the country. According to Alice Jardine,
during times of national crisis "a climate of sustained paranoia" exists whenever "the
regulation of the mother’s body … [serves] as ground for monolithic, nationalistic
ideology" (Ball 32). Thus in such a paranoid landscape, the mother's body is heavily
controlled and can be brutally punished, like Samar and Sakina were. They both
threatened what Heng and Devan call "uterine nationalism", where the body acts as a
technology of defense wielded by the nation (Nationalism and Sexualities, 349)
According to Khalifeh, the result of personifying the nation as woman leads
to oppression, violence and death, which is why Palestinian society remains defeated
in its struggle with Israel. According to Mona Fayad, "In the anti-colonial struggle,
any suspicion of identifying with the West constitutes a betrayal of the nation
itself,(147) thus explaining the murder of Sakina and the persecution of her daughter
Nazha. Many times in the book, Nazha indicates that her lover collaborated with the
Israelis and manipulated her, but that he was never punished. Kalifeh gained our
sympathy when she tells us that, after the death of her husband, Sakina tried many
jobs to support her family but could not master any skills, probably due to the fact
that she was too young when she married her older husband .Thus she opened her
home for prostitution. Her eldest son was a drug addict and also collaborated with the
enemy, but was not persecuted like his mother.
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres declared that, “Politics is a matter of
demography, not geography” (Amireh 755), a pro-natalist policy that uses population
growth as strategy to express or achieve liberation and independence. This tactic is
also used by Palestinians. There are repeated birth scenes in the novel as women
share in the resistance by bearing children for Palestine. Whenever delivering male
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children, Zakia tells to the crying baby “today the womb of a woman ejects you,
tomorrow the womb of land takes you, if you know what’s waiting for you, you
would go back” (20). Khalifeh dwells on how women biologically birth the nation,
and how this process reduces women to reproductive machines, stripped of desire
and sexual appeal, marginalizing and trivializing their own personal experience to
the extent that their uterus is no longer their own. When the male fighters are digging
a tunnel they discuss the measurements of the hole in language comparable to the
opening of the uterus during labors overseen by Zakia. For example, the term “”بتوسع
(expand) is used when calculating the width of the uterus during labor and that of the
tunnel entrance. The word “( ”خزقtorn part/hole) is also used and suggests the
genitalia of woman is seen as incomplete, as the term holds negative connotations. At
one point Khalifeh shows how everyone is stuck in the “ ”خزقas if to point to the fact
that women are made to fulfill overly-ambitious, almost impossible roles. The hole
should therefore always be guarded to avoid penetration and lose what it holds.
Sakina, a "torn part" that is "penetrated" by the enemy, represents the greatest fear of
Palestinian nationalism:
Men are responsible for the actions of women, occupying a public realm in
which honor is “projected,” while women are part of a familial “sacred realm” that
must be protected. By imagining nation as a woman, it becomes shameful for the
male population to have the nation under foreign control. As their honor [and home]
is at stake, it invokes a stronger sentiment than a simple love for the woman.
(Augustine 8)
Patriarchal nationalism imposes its dominance over the female body by
separating maternity and sexuality. Social powers conspire to control the maternal
experience and leave women insecure and weak. Khalifeh is against women being
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the bearers of cultural values, carriers of traditions, and symbols of the community.
She deconstructs, reevaluates and rewrites the dominant beliefs and hyper-gendered,
national narratives.
She willingly reveals the internal contradictions and hypocrisies within the
masculinist discourse of nationhood bringing to a national consciousness an
awareness of the many ways in which women are oppressed by Palestinian culture
and Israeli politics. More so, she believes that women must join together to confront
the patriarchal powers that suppress them, rather than perpetuate the mythologies or
religious ideologies that keep them oppressed and separated from each other. After
all, she does state for women and men to wake up. Listening to, and sharing intimate
experiences empowers the gathered women and make them more active in the
resistance movement; through cooperation they succeed in removing a huge siege
built by the Israeli imperialist extremists. Her novella Bab al Saha, can thus be
understood as a political manifesto, a call for solidarity, as well as a gripping and
informative work of fiction. How is Palestine with such oppressive ideologies?
Where is Palestine without its women? After all what is Palestine without its women.
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Chapter Three
The Joys of Motherhood

Men occupy the public sphere in countries like Nigeria and Palestine and
construct the images of women in literary texts and films. How women embody the
literary as well as the political vision of male writers was delineated in the previous
chapter. As Woyle Soyinka rather precisely states: "Vision is eternally of man's own
creation. [The woman's function is one of] collaboration in man's vision" (Stratton
122). Women do not have access to their sexuality because it has always been
represented for them and not by them, and consequently inscribed onto their body.
“She is an ideal virgin-mother figure and/or a prostitute” (Stratton 122).
In Text and Context in African Literature, Mineke Schipper states that, “In
African literature, the image of the woman in the novel is also very much a male
writer’s business and often sadly stereotyped” (48). This chapter aims to examine
how in her novel The Joys of Motherhood (1979), Nigerian-born writer Buchi
Emecheta responds to stereotypes of mothers in a male-dominated canon, which
includes Mongo Beti’s Perpetua and the Habit of Unhappiness. This chapter will use
the novel to prove two points: desire of being a mother is not innate but rather a
social construct; ideal attributes of mothering such as purity, silence and sacrifice
work against the interest of women. Such characteristics only serve to fulfill
patriarchal, colonialist, and nationalist social and political agendas, as reflected in
Nigeria’s political situation at the time during which the text takes place. In other
words, this chapter is dedicated to verifying some points Emecheta illustrated in her
novel: motherhood is a social construct; hyper-motherhood works against interests of
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women; patriarchy and nationalism manipulate motherhood to protect their
existence.
Buchi Emecheta is “the first female African novelist who can be put in the
first rank with Achebe, Ngugi, Ousmane, Soyinka, Laye, Armah, and Beti. She is a
keen supporter of women’s cause and writes against oppressive patriarchy” (Umeh
43). Critical writings on Emecheta’s novels mostly deal with her portrayal of African
womanhood and motherhood from feminist perspectives. In a preface to Emecheta’s
Second Class Citizen (1976) entitled, “A Writer Because of, Not in Spite of, Her
Children,” Alice Walker stresses the maternal aspect not only in Emecheta’s life but
also in her works. Emecheta is reputed to be “the most prolific and controversial of
all black African female novelists” (Fishburn 65).
As a writer with an agenda for change, in her masterpiece The Joys of
Motherhood, Emecheta moves away from prevalent depictions of honorific
motherhood in African Literature and examines the value of mothering from the
perspective of the mother herself. The events of the novel take place between 1914
and 1960, covering part of the colonial period to the end of the British Mandate. Joys
of Motherhood in fact reads like a thesis on motherhood that tackles its ideology of
motherhood and addresses some of its dark aspects. Even the chapter titles serve to
reinforce the maternal focus of the novel: “The Mother,” “ The Mother’s Mother,” “
The Mother’s Early Life,” “ The First Shocks of Motherhood,” “A Mother of Five”,
and so on. The first character the reader meets is Ona, the mother who loses her life
while delivering her first baby girl Nnu Ego, the main protagonist who sacrifices
everything for her children, loses her individualism, and dies alone. Adaku loses her
social reputation so as to secure a decent education for her two daughters. Mama
Abbey lives alone with her one son after her white husband abandons her. Except for
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Ona who lives in the pre-colonial period, the mothers share one point in common: the
absent or useless father.
Emecheta argues that society programs women to be slaves to their husbands
as well as their male offspring. According to the protagonist Nnu Ego, ‘‘the joy of
being a mother is the joy of giving all to your children’’ (219). In describing the
‘‘joys,’’ Emecheta sarcastically repeats that children give joy as she pretends to
uphold the age-old ideal. Nnu Ego’s first marriage to Amatokwu ends when she fails
to bear children. In her second marriage, her first and last sons die; however, the
seven in-between survive, increasing the poverty of the family. Nnu Ego trusts her
customs and traditions, which promise that mothers of male children end up
prosperous. Her children, sons of modern Lagos, all grow up to fulfill their own
ambitions rather than their mother’s expectations. Nnu Ego gradually realizes that
motherhood has not brought fulfillment, and she dies alone on the roadside. Her
eldest son Oshia, however, gives his mother a dignified burial and builds a shrine in
her honor. Women desperate to have children would go to her shrine and pray, but
Nnu Ego never helped them.
In The Politics of Reproduction Mary O’Brien believes that men attempt to
compensate for and counteract their alienation from reproduction and their children
through the system of patriarchy. Women’s sexuality works as an agent for
patriarchy to maintain societal control and repression. Women’s bodies are the site of
this power dynamic, which is expressed both in direct practices, like circumcision
and preserving an intact hymen before marriage, and indirect practices like the
idealization of marriage that demands purity, sacrifice and silence.In Of Women
Born, Adrienne Rich states that: “Patriarchy is the power of the fathers: a familialsocial, ideological, political system in which men–by force, direct pressure, or
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through ritual, tradition, law, and language, customs, etiquette, education, and the
division of labor – determine what part women shall or shall not play, and in which
the female is everywhere subsumed under the male. It does not necessarily imply that
no woman has power, or that all women in a given culture may not have certain
powers.” (57)
Ibo society is a highly patriarchal society in which womanhood is defined in
terms of complaisance to male rule, and the bearing of male children who are
expected to continue the patriarchal lineage. Emecheta persistently shows how
patriarchy manipulates women to keep them passive and submissive. Instead of
eulogizing the glorifying images of the idealized African Mother, the text evokes the
pain, bitterness, powerlessness, and helplessness of a mother. Madeline Algarin
writes:
In Nnu Ego’s Ibo Society, woman is always owned by a man. First she
belongs to her father until she is of an age where she can be sold. Prearranged marriages are normal. How a daughter feels about her husband is of
little importance. After acquiring her, she is a Chattel and valuable in terms of
“producing” offspring, preferably males. She is his to command. Her duty is
to obey him always. (Fishburn 266)
Men pass through fatherhood, but women get stuck in motherhood. Emecheta
is highly aware that motherhood is not a spontaneous experience and is rather against
the obsessive absorption of women by it48.
In the novel she expresses her primal maternal worry when she says: “If you
don’t have children, the longing for them will kill you, and if you do, the worrying
over them will kill you” (212). In other words, women imprison themselves within
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In an interview with Thelma Ravell-Pinto, Emecheta said: “Nnu Ego sacrifices her whole life for the sake of
her children. This is a fatal mistake that no woman should make.”(Fishburn 50).
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their own desires that are shaped and defined by socio-economic and political
realities, and not by biological ones.
It is important to deconstruct the notion that motherhood is an innate and
biological desire, a perception constructed by patriarchy. According to Jana Sawicki,
in Disciplining Foucault: Feminism, Power, and the Body, Luce Irigary and Foucault
“help to show that culture¬–through power–constructs the female body as mother
and constructs the maternal subject” (136). This is achieved “not through the threat
of violence or force, but rather by creating desires, attaching individual to specific
identities, and establishing norms against which individuals and their behavior and
bodies are judged and against which they police themselves” (68). In most societies,
women grow up with the socially implanted aspiration to be a mother. From an early
age, little girls are given directives that shape their femininity and prepare them for
heterosexual marriage. Many a time, there is no place to question these prescribed
wants because of an involuntarily understanding that maternity is biological .Ona’s
father tells her from an early age that she is responsible to bring him the son her
mother couldn’t deliver. In turn, this socialized desire shapes women’s lives because
by defining who they are becomes their most basic identity. When this attribute is
lost, some women break down, as seen in the novel; Nnu Ego wants to commit
suicide when she loses her first baby boy Ngozi as her only identity is that of
becoming mother. She laments her misfortune upon seeing the dead child on the mat,
“I am not a woman anymore, I am not a mother anymore” (63).
When women internalize the notion that motherhood is biological, natural,
timeless and moral, it creates a desire essential to the workings of power so that the
patriarchal state does not have to make concrete, political procedures to enforce
dominance and oppression. Because of her desire to be a mother, constructed and
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enforced by her father and community, Nnu Ego can be controlled by her father and
her husband. Agbadi, Nnu Ego’s father, always reminds her that motherhood makes
her a full woman as in her community, “they all agree that a woman without a child
for her husband was a failed woman” (Emecheta 62). Nnu Ego even states at one
point that she wants to have a baby only because she does not want to “fail her
community.” A male child acts as a woman’s savior, as he is heir to the patriarchal
lineage. Nnu Ego is made to believe that her male children will grow up to support
her, in her old age. She always says, “when one grows old, one needs children to
look after one. If you have no children, and your parents are gone, who can call you
your own?” (38) In hope of fulfilling this expectation, Nnu Ego leaves the comfort of
her village and moves to Lagos, a highly demanding urban society, to be with her
second husband chosen by her father. In turn, she invests her time, money, and health
in educating her sons while depriving her daughters of a proper education.
Colonialism and modernization intensify Nnu Ego’s maternal desire to have
male children because they exasperate her fear of being alone in her old age, as she
continuously reiterates. When Nnu Ego sees the comfortable state Mama Abbey is
in, she “bites her lip” and thinks, “O God, let some of [my] children be like that, so
that [I will] not suffer in old age” (177). The absence of social care pushes women to
motherhood as a symbol of hope and expected security. Having children look after
their parents frees the state from building organizations that take care of old people
in a dignified way. It is the responsibility of children to take care of their parents not
the government, and thus children can be seen as a desire of the state itself.
Pro-natalism is in fact an essential ideology in patriarchy that particularly
addresses women. As Ulrich and Weatherall note, pro-natalist ideology serves to
"reinforce dominant social beliefs about motherhood as necessary to womanhood by
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endorsing beliefs about women needing a child to develop as healthy individuals"
(324). Accordingly, within a pro-natalist ideological context, women without
children are labeled as lacking or incomplete. Nnu Ego is considered “barren” and
“juiceless” by her father when she did not conceive in her first marriage (34); her
first husband Amatokwu divorces her as he refuses to waste his “precious male seed
on a woman who is infertile” (32).
Children are also extremely valued in Ibo society. Though Ona refused to
marry Agbadi, Nnu Ego is considered a legitimate and accepted child. According to
Chieka Ifemesia, there are “no words for ‘illegitimate’, ‘bastards’, ‘base-born’, and
such like terms in the traditional Igbo vocabulary” (68), reinforcing the importance
given to children regardless of their mother’s status at birth.
In many traditional societies, virginity before marriage is also overvalued
because it supports pro-natalism. It “proves” the purity of the woman and
“guarantees” her control of sexual behavior after marriage. For example, in Nigeria,
serving wedding kegs full of palm wine next day of the wedding is an indicator of
the bride’s intact virginity, because “when a woman is virtuous, it is easy for her to
conceive” (Emecheta 33). Women who are sexually active are believed to be
diseased, synonymous to “dirty” or “impure”, and thus find it more difficult
conceiving. In more rural areas, there are no private clinics and sexual health care is
harder to come by, which can be a means of understanding why moralizing virginity
is a means of controlling the body. The stigma that lost virginity can jeopardize their
marital future obliges unmarried women to suppress their sexual desires and protect
their reproductive tools as well as their reputation. In other words, in patriarchal
contexts, women are denied access to their sexuality because of a constructed
definition of moral motherhood.
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Purity, silence, and sacrifice are essential traits of moral mothers. Emecheta
believes that these qualities oppress women because they miss the opportunity to
develop their own identities by attempting to fulfill these internalized roles. Instead
of being rewarded for acquiring such virtues, as promised, many women, like Nnu
Ego, end up immersed in misery and loneliness. Emecheta carefully illustrates these
“virtuous” characteristics in her novel through two opposing personalities: Nnu Ego
and Adaku, the woman Nnaife inherits when his brother dies. The “good enough”
mother is not just “good enough”, she is close to being godlike; she is pure,
sacrificial, a giver. Pure here means almost virgin-like, in that the female’s sexual
pleasure is absent. In other words, heterosexual desires clash with purity. Mothers
sacrifice their sexual desires and ignore them to become ideal mothers, thus ideal
women. Consequently, motherly love replaces Desire. For Nnu Ego, to attain this
motherly fulfillment one must have male children; she therefore leaves her first virile
husband and seeks a fertile husband chosen by her father. However, instead of
attaining happiness with her nine children she lives a life full of disappointment.
Adaku is Nnu Ego’s complete opposite. She realizes early on that “the joys of
motherhood are in the name only and sacrifices her social image as an ideal mother
to attain independence. Adaku makes it clear that she does not want to marry again
and would like to live outside patriarchal authority; she declares: “I want to be a
dignified single woman. I shall work to educate my daughters, though shall not do so
without male companion” (170-1). Adaku leaves Nnaife’s house and enters a brief
period of prostitution to make some money. Emecheta does not go into the details of
Adaku’s prostitution so as to de-emphasize it and give it little significance. The
sacrificing of “purity” for a short period helped an illiterate woman in an urban
society build a business and educate her daughters. Adaku invests in her daughters’
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education and is rewarded with prosperity after investing in a small business; unlike
Nnu Ego, the community icon concerned only with educating her sons who lives a
life of poverty and pain and ends up actualizing her greatest fear: dying alone.
The main reason behind Nnu Ego’s misery is her total absorption of the false
expectations of motherhood resulting partly from the lack of heterosexual love
towards Nnaife. She expresses her contempt for him as a man many times in the
novel; she complains about his job and lack of masculinity. When Nnu Ego sees in
her dream a dirty “chubby” baby covered in mucus and mud, she barely washes the
baby, perhaps because he is “chubby” like Nnaife. She sees him as “a man with a
belly like a pregnant cow” (42), “a middle-aged woman” (42). When she complains
to her friend Cordelia of her abhorrence towards Nnaife, her friend says that
manhood in Lagos “has been taken away from them” (54). Immediately after a baby
dream, she sits up in bed and visualizes the complete opposite of her husband:
In her mind’s eye, she could see a handsome young man, black and shiny of
skin like carved ebony, tall, straight and graceful like the trunk of a palm tree, with
no fat anywhere but strong bones set inside his perfect body. the man had proud
carriage, with his jaw jutting forward the edge of a sharp rock…this perfect figure of
a man’s she saw in her mind’s eye was not a washerman, washing women’s
clothes…but he was her son/ her grown-up son. (78)
The dream occurs after a bout of sexual frustration with her husband. A close
reading of the fantasy unveils a more sexual understanding of the dream as hypermasculine connotations of the terms used in the description reveal: handsome, young,
shiny, carved, tall, straight, trunk, strong bones, perfect body and ebony which is a
black wood highly valued for its hardness. It is made obvious that Nnu Ego’s
frustrated, heterosexual desire is sublimated into a maternal one.
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In her article “Mary’s Motherhood According to Leonardo and
Michelangelo,” Rona Goffen discusses the sexual delight mothers find in their male
children. She refers to Kristeva, who defines maternal pleasure as jouissance
suggesting the sexual characteristic in a mother’s delight towards her child,
especially her role as her son’s mother (41). This explanation can be used to better
understand Nnu Ego’s fantasy about a future son, which not only reflects how Nnu
Ego projects her frustrated, sexual desire into maternal love but also the exaggerated
expectations mothers place on their male children. For example, when Oshia is sick
she says, “Please stay and be my joy, be my father and my brother and my husband”
(73). If Nnu Ego had enjoyed a healthy sexual relationship with her husband, perhaps
it would have lessened her obsessive desire for motherhood and consequently might
have spared her misery and disappointment in her children.
An ideal mother is someone who silences her joys as well as her pain. An
African mother is strong because she withstands pain without complaint. Nnu Ego is
denied access to speech though she gradually develops consciousness and awareness
of her situation as her story unfolds49. This becomes evident when she contemplates
that, “The men make it look as if we must aspire for children or die. That's why when
I lost my first son I wanted to die, because I failed to live up to the standard expected
of me by the males in my life, my father and my husband-and now I have to include
my sons” (187). Her silence is engaged and louder than speech on many levels
throughout the text. She delivers in silence so as not to awake the white masters. She
would not mourn her baby’s death aloud as is common practice in her village. She
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Marie A. Umeh writes that, “Emecheta employs the technique of the Bildungsroman-novel of
formation-to underscore the development of the protagonist's mind and character as she matures and
recognizes her role in life” (3).
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did not express anger or jealousy when she hears sounds of pleasure between Adaku
and her husband, instead she “bit her teeth into her baby’s night clothes to prevent
herself from screaming” (125), as opposed to her pre-colonial mother, who caused
the death of Agbadi’s senior wife by her screaming from pleasure. Nnu Ego’s silent
moments culminate in the one act during her ninth labor when she waits until
everyone leaves the house and kneels “in the middle of her room. Holding on to the
bed-post, and, with her teeth dug right into her lower lip to prevent herself from
screaming, she gives birth to a baby not bigger than a kitten” (194). Her silence
“bleeds” in the sense that it is never rewarded but rather it brings more agony,
translated into the blood they discover Nnu Ego immersed in after delivering the
“kitten size” baby. Silence echoes the internalization of patriarchy. Emecheta
employs silence to deliver messages. It is not privileged as it is seen in Um Saad; the
pain induced by Nnu Ego’s silence makes it a repulsive attribute, very similar to the
disgust Samar felt for her mother as the latter stood silently watching her only
educated daughter being beaten savagely by her brothers.
Emecheta deflates the maternal myth that ideal mothers should be sacrificial
so as to be rewarded with happiness, satisfaction and serenity. Nnu Ego’s life is a
series of sacrifices; she foregoes her desire, her identity as an individual, and her
pride for the sake of her children, only to gradually realize that these sacrifices were
a bad investment rewarded by loneliness, poverty, and severe pain. In Reading Buchi
Emecheta, Katharine Fishburn states that “she obediently lives her entire life
according to the dictates of Ibo tradition. Dutiful to father, husband, and patriarchal
custom, she nonetheless is neglected and rejected by her family.” (106)
At first Nnu Ego is happy and proud about her sacrificial maternity. She
realizes early on that part of the pride of motherhood is to look a little unfashionable
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as she tells her friend: “I can’t afford another outfit, because I am nursing him. So
you see I can’t go anywhere to sell anything” (Emecheta 80). Though she seems
content with this at first, she later becomes aware that her sacrifices are very harsh
and prove to be a humiliating, bad investment. She sold all her clothes at a fraction of
their value when her son was sick and consoled herself by saying that “if her sons
should live and grow, they would be all the clothes she would ever need” (80). Nnu
Ego later realizes that motherhood is a humiliating journey about “sacrifice and selfdenial,” and her children make her a slave and “a beggar for her husband” (137).
The Joy of Motherhood is a maternal narrative that highlights the life of a
woman colonized by her husband, the biology of her body, and her society. A
woman who spends her entire life becoming a mother, and later on, perhaps too late,
becoming a proto-feminist through self-realization. This chapter has so far
illustrated how women devour themselves to meet the standards of good mothering.
Women are forced to acquire certain maternal attributes according to social and
political criteria. Women work hard to satisfy these demands in the hope of gaining
value in or recognition by their societies. These demands, as Emecheta’s text aptly
shows, are sources of misery. Women liberate themselves when they recognize the
impossibility of these standards as is made obvious in the novel. Women are
expected to meet impossible standards in patriarchal contexts and countries
undergoing political transitions as illustrated in the previous chapters. Um Saad
represents nationalism in occupied Palestine, and Beti uses Perpetua and her mother
to reflect his national aspirations and the deterioration of his country’s postindependence. The same interim situation holds in The Joy of Motherhood where
Ona represents pre-colonial Nigeria and Nnu Ego stands for colonized Nigeria.
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Emecheta’s inscription of colonialism into the maternal narrative is evident
from the first scene. The first chapter of the novel, “The Mother,” revolves around
traumatized Nnu Ego and a “newly formed country to be called Nigeria” (7).
Emecheta describes the mental and physical state of suicidal Nnu Ego who has just
lost her four-week-old baby Ngozi as well as the comfort of her surroundings. From
the onset of the work, Emecheta succeeds in making the reader feel Nnu Ego’s pain
and state of mind as provoked by her environment and maternal body. There are
three images in the opening pages that illustrate the latter point. On the first page, her
body is described as “brushing against the white master’s washing on the line”
washed by her husband, and “the milk trickling out” as “her arms involuntarily went
to hold her aching breasts, more for assurance of her motherhood than to ease their
weight” (8). Also, her colliding with a blind Hausa beggar points indirectly to her
state of mind. She is blind in the sense that she lives in ignorance, or as Emecheta
puts it, “she too was without the use of her eyes”(8).
A close reading of these lines shows that the world of Nnu Ego encapsulates
three elements causing her pain: colonization, the demeaning job of her husband, and
her threatened maternal identity. Her maternal body is in pain due to the loss of her
baby and consequent maternal identity. Like her country, her body and her mind are
colonized. The whiteness of her colonizers washing is like the whiteness of the milk
trickling from her breasts. The agony of Nigeria and Nnu Ego is presented through
color symbolism, as in Africa the color “white” does not symbolize peace and purity
since it is strongly linked to the “ whites”–the colonizers. Just as Nigeria is newly
formed, Nnu Ego is in the process of formation. Both moldings occur through loss:
Nigeria’s loss of its native identity and Nnu Ego’s loss of her first baby, or her native
maternal identity.
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There is a clear link between the exploitation of women and the rape of the
land in most world literature. Chikenweyi Okonjo Ogunyemi writes that in
Emecheta’s texts “especially The Joys of Motherhood 1979, the oppressed women
represent the nation mismanaged or raped by colonialist, military leaders, egotistical
males; they also exemplify the family torn apart by irresponsible men and
overburdened women” (Fishburn 228). Emecheta engages all the quoted sources of
oppression throughout the novel. She also holds African culture responsible for
women’s oppression. Colonialism is indirectly represented and described from a
female perspective, that of Nnu Ego, the mother, as opposed to a male, authoritative
voice.
The virtuous traits of ideal mothers, which Nnu Ego tries hard to acquire, are
responsible for her absorption by motherhood. The novel provides many indications
that intense motherhood, or obsessive absorption by motherhood, is a derivative of
colonialism. Colonialism is not only responsible for Nnu Ego’s blindness by
motherhood, but also for the selfish behavior of her children, and her husband’s
“feminization” and absence. That is, Nnu Ego’s unhealthy obsession with
motherhood materializes under specific circumstances, such as when her husband
travels, or in city life, or because of oppressive traditions, which also shapes her
personality and her relationships to her husband, her children,and other women.
The loss of Nnu Ego’s native maternal identity as well as the loss of Nigeria’s
native identity during the colonial era can be discerned throughout the novel. The
comparison between colonized Nnu Ego and pre-colonial Ona reflects the huge
difference not only between the personalities of the mother and her daughter, but also
between what is appreciated in women before colonization and what is absent during
colonization. In Reading Buchi Emecheta, Katherine Fishburn believes that “Ona
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represents the very real losses African women suffered when their people became
colonized” (111). Ona refuses to be any man’s woman, thus “achieving an
independence most mothers don’t enjoy” (Fishburn 107). She is rebellious and
refuses to marry the chief leader Agbadi. When Agbadi loses his virility, his
submissive and caring wives could not help him regain it, only Ona could, the
woman who fiercely fought all his attempts to subdue her. By contrast, Nnu Ego is
submissive and sacrificial. She trusts her traditions and always does what her
community demands of her. Fishburn also adds that, “both men and women lost
touch with their African heritage as they were transformed into colonial Christian
subject” (108). She then quotes Kristian Mann who says that “Christianity and
Western education spread ideologies that undermined women’s personal autonomy
and economic independence”(78). Nnu Ego’s experience of maternity in her second
marriage is part of her colonized identity. Her suppression of maternal joy and her
“muted” moans while giving birth are directly influenced by her own subordination
to the power represented by the whites. It is important to mention yet again that
Emecheta also blames African culture for its mistreatment of women through
oppressive traditions. Ona dies after delivering her baby, and, since she is the chief’s
wife, is buried with a “slave girl”. Throughout the novel, Nnu Ego links this incident
to her misfortune, as if Emecheta is indicating that traditional practices are also
responsible for and participate in the oppression of women.
Colonialism is responsible for the disappointment Nnu Ego experiences with
Nnaife and her children. Nnu Ego always makes comparisons between Nnaife and
her first husband in the village, especially with regards to performance of
masculinity. The feminization of Nnaife originates partly from his job in Lagos–
washing the white lady’s underwear. Every time “she saw her husband hanging out
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the white woman’s small, Nnu Ego would wince as someone in pain. The pain would
cut deeper when, with sickening heart, she heard Nnaife talking effusively about his
treatment of dainty clothes and silk. The man was actually proud of his work, she
realized” (47) This job, introduced by colonization, highlights a new masculine
identity that affects Nnaife’s intimate relationship with his wife and also causes him
to lose his role as supporting husband due to a consequent detachment from his
African heritage. Nnaife is also oppressed by his master’s cruel demands. As
Emecheta states in an interview, “the African male is oppressed and he too oppresses
the African woman” (240).
Nnaife oppresses his wife in all aspects. He beats her, forces her to sleep with
him, and crowns her old age by marrying a third wife, Okpo, who is only sixteen.
Moreover, he not only spends his money on alcohol and cigarettes, but he also leaves
his family to partake in a war that is not his own. Colonialism again takes Nnaife
away from his family, and leaves Nnu Ego to doubled maternal duties and her “own
war” at home–that of poverty and hunger. Emecheta reveals the unsupported
maternal experience in Lagos, the “modern” city. Nnu Ego says that “at home in
Ibuza, when a wife is in labor the husband becomes restless. But our men here sleep
through it all” (53).
Emecheta is aware of the social change that her protagonist is going through
and demands a change in the maternal discourse. Mothers cannot continue with the
same duties in a society where community support is completely absent. Nnu Ego
cannot be a senior wife in Lagos where poverty forces her to share her room with the
second wife. She tells her husband, “I can understand the value of being a senior wife
in Ibuza; not here” (134). She cannot be an illiterate, satisfied African mother when
the demands of the city require modern children. The Joys of Motherhood mocks
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what is called honorific motherhood. Happy motherhood cannot be achieved in a
colonized environment; ideal motherhood is mission impossible in an un-ideal world.
Women need to live as complete human beings, not like abstract representations of
countries. Hence this novel is like a warning to all women who sacrifice their own
identity for the sake of purity, sacrifice, and silence. Trying to be a dedicated ideal
mother is not rewarded with happiness and satisfaction but rather with misery and
loneliness. Hyper-motherhood as seen in this novel leads to early death, not joy,
because “Nnu Ego was like those not-so-well informed Christians who … hardly
contribute anything to this world” (162). They are “promised the Kingdom of
heaven” because this promise acts as a compensation for their endurance of “realities
too painful to accept (162).
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Conclusion

Life is full of contradictions, some women say motherhood is the best thing
that ever happened to them while others complain that it imprisons and deprives
them the joy of living as complete human beings. Still others feel indifferent towards
their children as we noticed through characters in this thesis. The aim of my thesis is
neither to reject nor to accept blindly. Sometimes examining, questioning and
problematizing stable beliefs are enough for women to develop awareness about their
body. This awareness is important because woman’s body can be a dangerous
productive tool, that is, an easy target for manipulation. Accordingly, such awareness
helps them reject any manipulation carried by power structures such as patriarchy or
nationalism. Giving all to motherhood or developing an obsession about becoming a
mother can lead women to mental and physical collapse as reflected in this
discussion. My thesis is not a rejection of motherhood but rather developing an
awareness that create a balanced way of mothering for those who chose to be
mothers. A balanced way of mothering is when maternity is not achieved at the
expense of women’s well-being.
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